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Bill allows
ATVs on
public roads
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Among the crush of bills passed
by the General Assembly during the frantic final hours last
week was one that the chairman of the House Transportation Committee said was an
accident waiting to happen.
The bill would allow all-terrain vehicles, also known as
four-wheelers, to operate on
two-lane public roads. They are
only supposed to operate during daylight hours and only if
the operator is involved in farming, construction, road maintenance or snow removal.
But as Rep. Hubert Collins,
D-Wittensville, pointed out during debate, use in agriculture
might mean a commute of a
few miles back and forth
between parts of a farm or
from a home to a farm work
place. Collins warned the small
vehicles would become frequent accident victims.
Rep. Johnnie Turner, R-HarIan, said the bill was carefully drafted with the help of the
Transportation Cabinet.
To operate on the road, an
ATV would have to have one
headlight and two tail lights
illuminated. The operator would
have to be licensed, but the
vehicle itself would not have
to be registered.
A spokesman for Gov. Paul
Patton said the bill is being
reviewed and no decision has
been made whether the governor will sign it or veto it.

Louisville
police will
soon have
horse patrol
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP) —
The city renowned for horse
racing will soon have its own
mounted police patrol following a 22-year absence.
The seven-member mounted patrol is currently training
and isn't expected to hit the
streets for several months, said
Sgt. Jenny Asset, who will
supervise the patrol.
The horses will be used for
street patrol downtown, crowd
control and public relations,
Assef said.
Louisville last had a mounted patrol in 1978, when two
officers briefly worked the downtown area on horseback.
Nearby cities of Lexington
and Indianapolis have long used
mounted patrols. Indianapolis.
for instance, has a 13-horse
mounted patrol.
But Mayor Dave Armstrong
said the idea came to him after
a visit to New Orleans several years ago. Armstrong said
the horses can break the ice
with children.
Some who are afraid of uniformed officers will rush to pet
a horse, he said.
On school outings. the officers will talk about values and
about law enforcement," Armstrong said. "The horses will
be a great tool to get youth
to understand the role of law
enforcement."
The city will spend $200,000
to establish the patrol, including the cost of the horses, uniforms and equipment.
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Tonight...Mostly clear with
patchy frost Low 30 to 35.
Light wind
Wednesday...Partiy cloudy
High 65 to 70.
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Sheriff's office finds new home
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
. Spacious. two-story, brick building. recently renovated, close to
downtown, affordable. Needs little work.
Had that been the description
in a "For Sale" ad for the building on 304 Maple St.. the Calloway County Fiscal Court would
have said "sold" Monday following its special meeting.
The court accepted County
Judge/Executive Larry Elkins' recommendation of the site and exercised an option to buy the building for $125,000 as the new home
for the Calloway County Sheriff's
Department.
"Do you feel like it's going to
be enough room for several years?"
Elkins asked Sheriff Stan Scott
just before the vote.
"I do," Scott replied.
Monday's actions came near
the end of the 30-minute meeting, half of which was an executive session to discuss possible
sites. Magistrates also authorized
-Elkins to close the deal once a
title search is complete.
The best thing about the building is it needs little work to be
ready to house his office, Scott said.
"Basically, it's ready to go,"
he said, noting the building was
renovated for law offices several
years ago by owner/attorney Rick
Lamkin.
Scott, whose office space will
nearly quadruple, said preliminary
plans call for tax collection and
his office to be located in the
I,800-square-foot downstairs area.
A squad room, dispatchers and
detectives' offices will occupy a
similar amount of space upstairs,
he said.
That work will include constructing three walls, which will

BERNARD KANEtedger & Times photo

Sheriff Stan Scott looks at his new home after Monday's purchase by the county of the
former Murray Men's Club for S125.000. Occupancy is expected around June. For additional inside photos, see Page 2.
cost $2,500 to $5,000, said Scott,
who hopes to set up shop in about
two months, Scott said.
Other minor work will include
fixing a small leak in the roof
and creating some parking slots

on either side of Maple Street.
"It's not perfect, but it's something we can afford," Elkins said.
He told magistrates before the
vote that the building had been
appraised in 1998 at $165,000.

Water leakage pia
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
When architects designed the
Murray City Hall in 1957, they
were probably unaware of the probI
lets the city would face with
rmwater drainage in the future.
Now, as the rest of Murray
attempts to deal with its own

drainage problems, employees at
City Hall are finding that they
have some problems of their own.
According to City Clerk Sarah
Duncan, the front foyer of City
Hall is often besieged by water
running under the front doors, which
she said is a severe detriment to
the appearance of Murray's hub

The building is the former site
of the short-lived Murray Men's
Club spa and salon, which had
city and county officials and. law
enforcement questioning the legality of its activities wirn it opened

es City Hall

of local government.
"The carpet that's in the foyer
needs to be removed, but we don't
need to do that until we get the
other problems fixed," Duncan said.
"I've been here for 10 years,
and it's been like that ever since
I've been here," said City Adm:nistrator Don Elias. "Somewhere or

other, it leaks: I'm not sure where."
Duncan said that over the years
several measures have been taken
to try and curtail the flow of the
water, but none have been totally
successful.
"We're below ground here," she
said. "We're at the low end of
where the street slopes."

• See Page 2

Relief cou14_ be on the way,
though, as Street Department Superintendent Thomas Clendenen said
additional steps will soon be taken
to ensure more water runoff.
"We're going to have to put
an open drain across the sidewalk

• See Page 2

MPD to
continue
crackdown
on noise,
trespassing

Census
returns at
45 percent
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
According to a United State Census 2000 representative, Calloway
County is right around the regional average for the number of census forms returned so far.
The bad news is the average
has not climbed over 50 percent
yet.
Donald Bryant, partnership specialist for Census 2000. said Calloway County has had a 45 percent return rate.
"It's fairly in line with other
'states in the region." Bryant said
Monday. "They range in the mid40s to 59 percent."
Bryant said during the 1990
census, Calloway County finished
with a 65 percent return rate. The
low amount of returns, however,
caused the county to lose approximately $808,000 in federal funding, he said.
While returns are still satewhat slow in coming in at this
point': Bryant said census officials
are optimistic that things will begin
picking up this month.
"I think a lot of the percentages will jump this month because
I think a lot of people wanted to
wait until April 1 to determine
who's in their household," he said.
Bryant also said census efforts
will take a step up by offering
"Be Counted" sites around Murray where people can fill out census forms. Those sites are the
Calloway County Public Library,
the Calloway County Courthouse,

in late spring 199$. It later led to
city and county ordinances regulating adult entertainment.
Monday's purchase also prompted some good-natured ribbing for
Scott. But the move will solve a
problem - lack of space - that
stopped being a laughing matter
long ago, especially when the sheriff's department basement offices
in the courthouse were deemed to
be an unsafe work space.
An environmentalist found high
levels of mold in the sheriff's department basement offices March 6 and
recommended that the area be renovated or sealed off.
The county chose the latter, and
the sheriff's basement offices temporarily relocated just yards away
in the old Miller Courthouse Annex
at the intersection of South Fourth
and Maple streets.
Elkins said the county looked
for a new home for the sheriff's
department that was relatively inexpensive, convenient to the public
and close to the county attorney's
and county clerk's offices in the
courthouse.
The court on Monday also amended the current budget, moving
.$25,000 from a contingency fund
and the $100,000 set aside for work
renovation work on the annex.
Elkins noted that the county is
still pursuing grants to renovate the
annex.
He said jie hopes to have an
estimate soon from an architect on
the cost of renovating the old building.
But the annex work will not be
done by the end of the fiscal year
(June 30), Elkins said.
"It's pretty obvious we're not
going to need it this year," he said.
Elkins was unsure what will be
done with the sheriff's department's
courthouse space.

BERNARD KANEledger & Times photo

NICE DAY FOR A PARADE...Residents and celebrants gathered in Benton for the annual Tater Day parade as floats went by despite a steady downpour Monday morning.

Legislators continue debate
over tobacco money division
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Legislators agree the
pot of money in the national tobacco settlement is
probably the last best chance for Kentucky agriculture. Beyond that, there is little agreement.
Before the 2000 General Assembly, agriculture
groups created a plan for the money that would
help all segments of farming. from environmental
work and extending water lines to research and market development.
The plan fell apart in the House. where many
legislators said farmers were distrustful of Frankfort
and wanted the money sent back to them. The result

was a bill that would apportion two-thirds of the
money to counties based on their individual reliance
on -(Obacco in their economies.
The Senate went- back to the original idea, with
a state board making virtually all decisions on how
to spend the money.
Legislators could . not agree on a resolution by
the time they left last week and a conference committee of House and Senate members will meet Wednes-

• See Page 2

By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
Murray police will continue last
iveekend's crackdown on cruising
motorists who create a disturbance
by constantly blowing their horns
or playing radios too loud.
According to Chief John Knight,
officers will also strictly enforce
loitering ordinances on business
parking lots posted with no-trespassing signs.
Knight said the police department has been receiving complaints about blaring horns, radios
that rattle Windows and littered
lawns from residents, especially
those living in. or near the 1100
block of Main Street.
"Twelfth and Main is the hotspot
right now, the one I'm hearing
the most about," Knight said.
The enforcement of noise ordinances will be applicable citywide, but will be enforced more
strictly in areas "where they are
creating a disturbance," Knight
said, citing as examples the CVS
and Firstar Bank lots.
Knight said the move is anticipation of warmer weather and
subsequent cruising season.
The crackdown began friday
night and resulted in nine citations being issued, Knight said.
He was unsure how long it would
be in force.
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IN Tobacco ..
From Page 1
day to try to reach some compromise.
The House delegation to the
conference committee is somewhat
divided itself. The chairman, Roger
Thomas, D-Smiths Grove, was one
of the architects of the original
plan for a statewide board. Pete
Worthington, D-Ewing, was the
advocate for returning all the money
to localities. Joe Barrows, D-Versailles, put together the compromise , that -eventually passed the
House to apportion the money with
essentially two-thirds earmarked
for individual counties and one-third
going to the statewide efforts.
"How much of the money actually allocated among counties will
be a point of discussion among
House members,- said Rep. Tom
McKee, D-Cynthiana,one of the
prime sponsors of the original legislation.
•
The two approaches agree on
one element, to set aside $40 million this year to underwrite payments made to individual farmers
from a second iettlement with the

companies. The settlement checks
last year averaged $429.35. but
almost no one expects the money'
to last nearly that long.
The legislature has essentially
agreed to divide the money among
three general areas — one-fourth
to early childhood development,
one-fourth to health care in the
form of a subsidy for a high risk
insurance pool, and half to agriculture.
Deciding how to use the money
to benefit agriculture has proved
the sticking point. Counting the
money already received, the farm
portion of the settlement money will
add up to $184 million in the
coming two-year budget period.
Apportioning tobacco moneyaiis
not the only subject to be taken
up Wednesday. Essentially the same
group of legislators will also meet
to cobble together some sort of compromise on regulating the relatively new phenomenon of contract growing of burley tobacco.
Many grower groups want state
regulation, but the cigarette company that is the moving force behind
contracting, Philip Morris, oppos-

• Census ..,.
From Page 1
the Senior Citizens Center and
West Kentucky Allied Services.
Census workers are also still
operating the three main phases
of form collection, which are
Update Enumerate, which mainly
involves coVering people who own
homes in the lake area; Update
Leave, in which forms are left at
people's homes; and by mail.
Calloway County should receive
a boost in numbers,. Bryant said,
from Murray State University students, since they will can be counted as county residents as long as
they resided here as of April I.
Bryant said students that live
in apartments off-campus will be
counted in the same ways normal
citizens are. Students in the dorms
will receive census forms from
their dorm directors.

one to till out a form, Bryant said.
He said the Census Bureau hopes
to "have everything completed by
July" and urged people to send
their forms back in as soon as
possible.
-It has to be to thezpresident
by Dec. 31 of this yeir," Bryant
said. "By April 1 (of 2001), we'll
know whether anyone will have
lost a seat in the House of Representatives."
Bryant said the April 1, 2001,
date will also be of particular
interest because that is when funding amounts to counties are
announced.

Additional information about the
census can be obtained on the
Internet at http://www.census.gov/.
On-line forms are also available,
although Bryant said they are rarely
used.
Another plus could be migrant
"I think probably by the next
workers, who can also be count- census, as the technology expands,
ed as county residents if they lived they'll be doing that more," he
here as of April I.
said. "They just haven't publicized
The key, though. is getting every- it much this time."
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es state regulation.
the way the payments were structured by the companies, the amount
of money available this year will
be less.
But the House plan would underwrite the payments for the 12year life of the settlement. The
Senate would augment the payments
only this year.
Gov. Paul Patton said he has
no objection to a plan that earmarks some money for individual
counties. And McKee said a compromise may be to earmark the
money, but leave it to the state
board to approve all projects to
be lhced.
County boards could
come up with plans, but the state
board would still have to approve
the finanCing.
The makeup of the state and
county boards is also a point of
contention.
The money is from the settlement made by cigarette manufacturers to compensate states for the
health-related costs of smoking.
Kentucky is scheduled to get more
than $3 billion over the next 25
years, but the payments can decline
if sales by the companies slip and

Almo woman
faces drug,
DUI charges
Staff Report

Murray Ledger & Times
Stacy B. Washburn of Almo has
been charged with drug and driving-under-the-influence charges after county authorities reportedly
found a rock of crack cocaine in
her lap while checking her for intoxication.
Sheriff's officials charged
Washburn, 41, with first-degree
possession of cocaine, driving under the influence of an intoxicating
or impairing substance and possession of drug-paraphernalia.
She remained in the Calloway
County Jail Tuesday morning in
lieu of a $2,500 cash, property or
surety bond.
A deputy found Washburn sitting in her idling car on the shoulder of U.S. 641 North about a halfmile outside the city limits just after 3:30 a.m. Tuesday, a sheriff's
report said.
She allegedly had slurred speech
and failed several field sobriety
test's, the report said.
A search of the car reportedly
turned up several rocks of crack in
a passenger compartment and a
pipe and filters in her purse.
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An inside look...

BERNARD KANE Ledger & Times photo

Calloway County Judge/Executive Larry Elkins (top photo) gestures to a second-floor room in
the Maple Street building that will house the Calloway County Sheriff's Department, possibly as
soon as June. Sheriff Stan Scott plans to use the area as a squad room. A staircase in the front
of the building (right photo) likely will be closed off to the public, while a counter area will
probably will be part of a break area, Scott said.

Efforts made to reunite Elian with father
WASHINGTON (AP) — With
new hope that a long-running custody standoff may be near a conclusion, Cuban diplomats are preparing for the arrival here of Juan
Miguel Gonzalez as negotiators attempt to work out the details of
how he will be reunited with his
son Elian.
During a day of fast-paced de•'elopments, the State Department
issued 'a visa to the elder Gonzalez
on Monday as the Justice Department dropped a threat to revoke
Elian's right to remain in the
United States.
Officials raised the possibility
that the father may fly to Miami,
where he would see Elian for the
first time since the boy was rescued
off the Florida coast more than four
months ago.
It was unclear when the senior_
Gonzalez would arrive in the
United States. Visa 'requests also
were approved for his wife, their
infant son, a male cousin of Elian's,
a pediatrician and a kindergarten
teacher. All would initially come to
Washington and remain at the
home of Fernando Remirez. Cuba's
top diplomat here.
The State Department said it
was reviewing visa requests froM
22 other Cubans, of whom 12 were
classmates of Elian. One request

••••1
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was from Ricardo Alarcon, who is
president of the Cuban National
Assembly and a top adviser to
President Fidel Castro on U.S. issues.
The Justice Department had
threatened to order Elian's deportation by today unless his relatives in
Miami agreed to accept alaa-eutcome of pending court decision on
whether the boy should be remain
in the United States or be reunited
with his father in Cuba. He has
been staying at the home of his
great uncle, Lazaro Gonzalez.
But Robert Wallis, the Immigration Service's director for the Miami district, said late Monday,
"Revocation of Elian's parole tomorrow has been superseded by the
expected arrival of Juan Miguel
Gonzalez in the United States.
Once Mr. Gonzalez comes, the INS
will begin transferring parole care
from Lazaro Gonzalez to the boy's
father."
Wallis added that the traasfer of
temporacyoustridy "does not mean
that the child will be immediately
removed from the home of the
great uncle. Instead it is our hope to
begin a smooth and orderly process
that will create as little disruption
as pasible To Elian."
_ Lazar() Gonzalez said Monday
night, "If the father comes or not
we don't know, but he is welcome
here. Don't ever doubt the Goa- _
zalez family has their door open for
their family."
But the sense of conciliation did
net extend to some in Miami who

believe it would be a travesty for
Elian to be returned to a communist
country.
Outside the great uncle's home,
protesters practiced forming a human chain and vowed they would'
stop at nothing to keep the boy
from returning to Cuba.
"They would have to go over the
bodies of all of us Cubans who are
here," said Maria Gonzalez, 70_
who is not related to the boy."They
would have to kill us all."
Many protesters stamped their .
feet as Ramon Saul Sanchez, leader
of the Miami-based anti-Castro,
group Democracy Movement, used •
a bullhorn to call for Cuban-Amen-,
cans to come to the home to protect.
Elian. The Miami area has nearly
800,000 Cuban-American residents.
L. •
Florida Gov. kb Bush met with,
safety officials to determine how to
respond to possible unrest if Elian
is removed from the Little Havana
home.
Despite Miami-Dade County Mayor Alex Penelas' statement last
week that local authorities would
not assist the federal government if
it attempted to remove Elian, the
county policedepartment said it is. ready to respond to protests.
Net:
INS:
On
the
http://www.ins.usdoigov
Miami -relatives: http://libertyforeI ian.org
Cuban newspaper Granma:
http://www.granma.cu
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II Water ...
From Page 1
there." Clendenen said. "The cost
will .be very 'minimum."
The city is currently in the
midst of budget discussions to determine , what projects will receive
funding. Clendenen said, though,
that the installation of the drain

would likely take place very soon.
Of course. an older building
will also show other signs of wear,
and Duncan said the ceiling in
the front foyer leaks on occasion
as well.
City Hall is home to the offices
of the mayor, city administrator,
city clerk, safety officer, personnel director and fire department.
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MSU students
earn awards
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BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
TATER TOTS...A group of children wait for the start of the Tater Day parade under the protection of their umbrellas during Benton's annual celebration Monday morning.

MSU to host Spring Week activities
Spring Week, an annual event
hosted by Murray State University's Student Government Association and Campus Activities Board,
will begin April 10.
The theme "Spring Fusion 2000"
represents a blend of activities and
fun for all.
Murray Madness will be held
Monday in front of Hart College
at noon. MSU students will be
able to participate in the M-4
Motion Simulator, Olympic Obstacle Course and Powerball.
Other events include face painting, balloon sculpting, photo pictures. caricatures and free food
and prizes. A Coca-Cola vendor
will be on hand,'giving students
free beverages. Later in the evening,
a karaoke contest will immediately follow a block party.

MSU to
offer class
Murray State University's Center for Continuing Education is
offering a class on how to use
Microsoft Access.
The class will meet for two
consecutive Wednesdays, starting
April 5, from 6 to 9 p.m. in Room
211 of the Industry and Technology Building on the MSU campus.
Access is the database manager function of the Microsoft Office
Suite. The class, taught by computer instructor Brian Wilmurth,
will cover such topics as mail
merges, working with tables and
creating reports.
The price for the class is $53,
which includes a textbook and
work disk. Registrations are currently being taken. Space is limited.
For more information, or to register, contact the Center for Continuing Education at(270)762-3662
or 1-800-669-7654.

On Tuesday and Wednesday, the
annual Student Government Elections will be held, with voting in
the Curris Center Theater from 27 p.m. on Tuesday and 8:30 a.m.4:30 p.m. on Wednesday.
Wednesday is also the scheduled day of a yearly favorite. "All
Campus Sing.- The "sing" showcases MSU student talent and will
take place at 4 p.m. on the steps
of Lovett Auditorium. The tradi-

tional event is sponsored by Sigma
Alpha Iota.
All activities during Spring Week
are free to MSU students. The
Monday through Wednesday scheduled activities are open to the public, with the exception of the Student Government Association elections. .
For more information, contact
the Student Government Association office at (270) 762-6951.
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Murray State University broadcast students earned awards from
the Kentucky AP Broadcasters
Association contest.
According to Jeff Prater, of
MSU's journalism and mass communications department. Murray
placed in four areas of the corn petition.
In sports reporting, first place
went to Chris Bacon, West Frankfort, Ill., and John Broeckling, St.
Louis, Mo., for "Sports Extra."
In addition, Broeckling took
second place for -MSU Highlights"
and Bacon received an honorable
mention for "Jermaine Manning."
Dennis Beard, Murray, earned
a second place finish in news
report for "Waiting at Kentucky."
Bacon earned a second place
for "Best Television Reporter."
Murray State also took a second place for "Profile: MSU" in
the regularly scheduled live newscast category.
In the professional division, Dr.
John Dillon of the department of
journalism and mass communications and Lori Bartlett of WKMS
finished first in the category of
planned series or documentary for
"Sleeping Giant."
Bacon and Broeckling were also
among the top finishers at the
Society for Collegiate Journalists
2000 Convention, held during
Spring Break.
Their national awards include
a first place in sports and a third
place in news for Bacon, and a
third place in both broadcast feature and sports for Broeckling.
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ADVERTISEMENT

WeightLoss
Puzzles Doctors
ATLANTA,GA -- Doctors were surprised when two separate studies
fbund that ainatural dietary supplement
could help cause significant weight loss.
Although not conclusive, both studies found that patients receiving the
form uIacaI Ied Bio-Rex 3000Tm lost more
than twice as much weight as those in
a control group on the same fat reduced
diet. Neither group was instructed to
decrease the amount of food they ate
or to increase their exercise levels. An
article published in the Amerean Journal of -Clinical Nutrition says that
you don't have to decrease the amount
of food you eat to lose weight, provided that you limit the fat.
According to a spokesperson for
Phillips Gulf Corporation, the exclusive North American distributor of
Bio-Rex 3000, the company is considering additional studies in order to
get federal approval to make pharmaceutical claims.Currently,weightlossclaims
for the Bio-Rex 3000 supplement are
limited. However, with the requisite approval,the company could say that BioRex 3000 decreases sugar cravings, increases metabolism and interferes with
the body's ability to produce excess fat.
Rio-Rex 3000 is currently available as
a dietary supplement and plan in pharmacies and nutrition stores or by calling
1-800-729-8446. www.phillipsgu?[corn.
BS.-Rex MO is available locally as:
HONEYTREENAIURALFOODS
1304-0Chastnut St.•753-3481
Author% Note Yltn,ttearevent Ismael been evaluated by
FDA Sto-Ites 1000u toot ladritnin
damer&zit.
prevent any th.earte
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When you need home
hospital equipment, like beds or
wheelchairs, or breathing equipment
like nebulizers or oxygen...
just say "Holland:'

We hope everything goes perfectly.
Nobody likes surprises in the hospital. and
when you so home, you won't want any
surprises there, either
So just say, "Holland

00,„
L4

f*'

You'll set thelinest equipment
backed by skilled pharmacists, technicians,
therapists and claims specialists.
Don't be suwrised.
Just say,
"Holland'

Ask us about accepting Medicare assignment

MURRAY

PADUCAH

120 Max Hurt Drive
Murray • KY 42071
2707531465
Toll Free:
1.8002274l25

1914 13roadway
Paducah • KY 42001
, 270.442.6311
Toll Free:
1.8002234947

Holland Medical Equipment
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A spring cleaning frenzy

HANG oN! THE
FEDERN._ GovERNMEhi
L.)ILL E.vEnrroALLy GET
PRO6RAM
OUT THERE WITH
WILL
SAVE YOU/.
TliAT

Surging economy aids politicians
WASHINGTON
( AP)
—
Whether it's cramming more spend-.
ing into the budget. or easing voters' worries about Social Security
and Medicare solvency, politicians'
jobs are being made a whole lot
easier by the blazing economy.
For reasons the experts have
yet to fully grasp. the economy
is growing at breakneck speed,causing revenue to cascade into federal coffers and budget surpluses
to swell. What once seemed unaffordable is now deliverable for President Clinton and Congress, a
delectable election-year scenario for
incumbents.
"It's like a small businessman
who wakes up and finds he has
more money in the cash register
than he ever thought possible,"
said Richard May, a consultant
and former Republican staff director of the House Budget Committee. "And he not only doesn't
have to shut the shop down, he's
going to make money."
•
Want to boast to voters that
you will shrink the government's
$3.6 trillion publicly held debt by
at least $1 trillion over the next
five years? A GOP-written fiscal
2001 budget that Congress hopes
to finish in two weeks and Clinton's rival spending plan both make
that once implausible promise, and
many expect them to deliver.
How about squeezing some extra
money for defense add farmers,
and to battle drug -producers in
Colombia into this year's budget
without tapping Social Security
surpluses? That's what a $13 billion measure passed by the House
last week would do, with billions
of dollars to spare.
And how about reassuring Americans that Medicare will have
enough money until 2023. and that
Social Security won't run dry until
2037? That's what trustees for both
programs reported last week, easing whatever political pressure law-

AP ANALYSIS
ALAN FRAM
Associated Press Writer

Spring cleaning. The words
struck fear in our hearts when I
was growing up. Like a tornado
or an earthquake, you never quite
knew when disaster would strike.
It could erupt as early as February or simmer till school was
out in June.
And depending on several undefined factors - the weather, the
phase of the moon, the battle lines
in my ,parents' constant connubial
combat - spring cleaning could last
a few days or what seemed like
a lifetime.
If you came home from school
to find the entire contents of your
bureau drawers dumped out on the
floor, it was a surefire sign the
annual fiasco had begun.
"Have that junk sorted out and
everything ship-shape before you
go to bed," Mother declared. "And
while you're at it, clean out the
closet."
That was just the tip .of the
proverbial iceberg. Each day
brought a new cleaning directive.
Oriental carpets were rolled up for
the summer.
Heavy winter drapes were dispatched to the cleaners; window/
washed inside and out.
Filmy see-through curtains
replaced the thick brocade downstairs; grass rugs that left patterns
on the soles of bare feet were
laid to protect the parquet floors
in the living and dining rooms.
From attic to basement, cupboards were emptied, scrubbed and
put back together. Furniture was

moved from one side of the room
to the other to make sure no corner escaped the fury of the vacuum cleaner, the mop, the handheld brush for .those hard-to-reach
spots
The blowzy old house must
have listed from side to side with
all the activity, a ship in the midst
of a stormy domestic sea.
We knew the end was in sight
when Mother called a taxi and
dispatched it downtown with her
furs and a $5 tip for the driver,
who was ordered to deliver them
to cold storage. They stayed there
till autumn, when the process was
reversed. When the mink, the
muskrat and the Persian lamb came
back home, it was time for fall
cleaning.
Now, I don't know whether it's
a matter of nature or nurture, but
just the other day I found myself
in a spring cleaning fury of my
own.
I am not nearly as bad as my
mother, of course, but I admit to
being in the grip of an intense
compulsion to rip the house apart
and put it back •together in such
a spotless fashion that guests would

need sunglasses to soften the glare
of cleanliness
Just like in the old days, I started with my bureau drawers. Then
I attacked the closet, the night stand,
the bookshelves, the windows. I
filled a huge plastic garbage bag
with outdated shoulder pads and
stretched-out T-shirts.
I discarded old journals, longforgotten articles torn from newspapers; unused recipes, notes to
myself of books I want to read,
CDs I want to buy; poems I want
to write.
My dear husband doesn't make
fun of my sudden, urgent need to
tidy what has been in turmoil for
months.
He never criticizes my yearround messiness, and always praises the results of my cleaning
binges. He knows I'll get over it.
In fact, the storm has already
passed. With one room finished, I'm
exhausted.
The rest of the house will have
to wait till October. In the meantime, I'll marvel over the spicand-span nest. I've created in the
bedroom and rejoice that spring
is finally here!

The weak vs. the strong

Congressional Budget Office raised . The Rev. Charles Wright, the
its surplus projection for 2000 by chaplain-designate of the House,
CAL'S THOUGHTS
was forced to withdraw his name
$3 billion to $179 billion. Private
analysts say the figure could hit last week after one of the rawest
displays of political power ever seen
$210 billion by year's end.
i
Both parties,.have promised not in Washington.
,.
CAL THOMAS
Wright wrote t_Speaker Dennis
to touch the part of the surplus
that comes from Social Security. Hastert, "I humbly ask that memSyndicated Columnist
CBO estimated in March, that this bers put aside any misuse of reliyear's non-Social Security surplus gion for political advantage." Coughlin, a Catholic priest from to offer any kind words about his
will ..be $26--billienv-mhieb---law- Democrats, who are determined to Chicago, without consulting the rival," Bush repeatedly said he
makers feel free to use for high- retake the House with little regard "bipartisan committee," something neither believes, nor trusts Gore.
er spending, cutting the gasoline for God or their fellow man, sensed he could and should have done And he said, he intends to keep
that they could use religion to with Rev. Wright and avoided con- pounding away at him.
tax or debt reduction.
Look for polls showing that
But that figure should also grow, gain political points by lobbying troversy.
Hastert lamented the "unseem- voters don't like "negative camperhaps to $40 billion, experts say. for a Catholic chaplain instead of
ly political game"- played by paigning" and reports from "socSo far, these non-Social Secu- settling for another Protestant.
The problem for Hastert, which Democrats and said never in all cer moms" that women want politirity surpluses have been big enough
to satisfy lawmakers' urges to boost has been the problem for Repub- his years in Congress had he wit- cians (meaning Republicans) to be
spending and cut taxes without licans for some time, is that he nessed a "more cynical or destruc- nice to each other - just as they
(and they) have bought the Democ- tive campaign."
teach their children that it is not
eroding Social Security funds.
Well, Mr. Speaker, you ain't important whether you win or lose,
But the money is not limitless. rats' "bipartisanship" pitch, only
Republicans omitted George W. to discover for the umpteenth time seen nothin' yet. Democrats, who but how you play the game.
view political power as the only
If that's the line Republicans take
Bush's proposed five-year,$483 bil- that the Dems don't mean it.
As speaker, Hastert had the pre- power there is and government as in this election, they will lose and
lion tax cur from their budget,
partly for fear that the GOP pres- roga0ve of naming anyone to be their exclusive domain, will stop will deserve to lose
They don't give congeniality
idential candidate's plan would chaplain. Instead, he appointed a at nothing to hold onto the White
indeed eat into Social Security bipartisan committee to make the House and take back the House awards to politicians. It's victory
selection.
of Representatives.
or nothing. Speaker Hastert wants
money.
Every
time
the
Republicans
take
Republicans
stupidly
believe
that
to get along,and that's what DemocAnd to fit their tax and spending plans into next year's budget, this Democrat bait, they get hooked good manners will be reciprocat- rats will tell him to do should
both Clinton and the GOP are and cooked for dinner. During his ed. Apparently, they learned noth- Richard Gephardt become speakusing accounting gimmicks. Among 1988 inaugural address, George ing during their 40 years in the er: Get along to your place and
other tricks, both would push a Bush extended his hand to then- minority. Politics is hardball, not repent of your arrogance for thinking you could run the House.
federal payday and scheduled pay- Speaker Jim Wright, who.cut it badminton.
.off
by
pledging
a
deal
on
spendBut
perhaps
Gov.
George
W.
If Republicans behave as_ they
ments to some defense contracing
cuts
if
Bush
would
agree
to
Bush
has
learned
this
lesson.
After
did
for 40 years when they were
tors from the first days of fiscal
he clinched the GOP nomination, happy with the few bones tossed
2001 into the last days of fiscal tax increases.
Wright knew his fellow Democ- some Washington Post reporters to them 15rSam Rayburn, Tom
2000, freeing up $7 billion in next
rats
wouldn't go for spending cuts, journeyed to Austin to see if Bush Foley and Jim Wright, Democrats
Year's budget.•
But thanks to the economy, but wontd...for new taxes that might like to follow Jack Kemp's might occasionally let the neutered
politicians' toughest budget task would undermine public support 1996 debate script with Al Gore GOP puppies eome up on the
these days is deciding which good- for Bush, who had asked voters in which Kemp pledged that he4 porch to see how the big dogs
to "read my lips" and believed would be nice to Gore if Gore would live.
ies to dispense to the public.
him when he promised "no new /be nice to him.
But they'd better not ever think
-taxes."
Gov. Bush charged that Gore they're good enough to be the top
Republicans are naive when they is an "obstacle to reform" and dog again'
believe polls and they believe said the vice president has "a
The chaplaincy debacle, is the
Democrats.
major credibility problem."
latest in many lessons of what
Hastert delivered a floor speech
Even though the Post reporters "reaching out" to Democrats gets
\larch 28 - The Jordan Times of Amman, to twice call Israeli Prime ,Minister Ehud Barak
after
selecting
The
Rev.
Daniel
offered
him "several opportunities Republicans. It gets them nothing.
on the summit meeting between President Clin- who seems to be using the demarcation line as a
decoy to get 'Syrian concessions on the issue of
ton and Syrian President Hafez Assad:
Was the summit meeting between Presidents Bill water.
Clinton of the U.S. and Hafez Assad of Syria a
President Clinton has many stakes in securing
failure as many analysts concluded on Monday? a deal between Syria and Israel on the one hand
March 28 - Sueddeutsche Zeitung, Munich, of safety in the streets, and about defending the
Given the expectations during the run-up to the and the Palestinians and Israel on the other. That
Germany, on the election of Vladimir Putin as right to property, gains sympathy in the chaotic
summit the analysis •could be true. But in retro- would crown his presidency and secure him a place
Russia's president:
-Russia Of today.,Putin is seen by many as a young
spect many iseern to have pinned higher hopes on in the history books as a peacemaker, It would
And the winner is ... Vladimir Putin. The man and competent monitor, untainted by corruption
the talks for the simple reason that President Assad also help his vice-president, Al Gore. to secure 'a
who came out of the dark has acted well in his and old power structures.
win in the November elections, and might as well
had Agreed to go to Geneva for the meeting.
new role in the limelight. For that, the Russian
Putin is also the butcher of Chechnya. The ruthWhat. seems to have happened in Geneva is that help his wife Hillary Clinton in her bid for the
people have awarded him the prize. ... Russia's less warfare is closely associated with the outgoAssad insisted on his position prompting Clinton Senate.
biggest public enemy is not the Chechens, but ing prime minister.
rather bureaucracy and corruption. Putin's presiHe has not shown any examples of democratwill be measured by whether he genuinely ic or liberal qualities. Instead, he has made very
dency
Itk1N
declares war on both, or ends up fraternizing with thoughtless comments saying a country may best
them. ... Boris Yeltsin shattered the Soviet Union; be ruled by a king.
Russia today is a country suffering under runnow it is up to Vladimir Putin to create a funcLetters should_ be sent
Russia. Not only, does he play the leading away crime that permeates all of society. It is postional
AMY
WALTER
L.
APPERSON
WILSON
to: Murray Ledger and
sible that Putin will. manage to curb some of the
role, but he also must be the director.
Publisher
Managing Editor
Times, P.O. Box 1040,
open crime.
-ALICE ROUSE
But it appears unlikely that he is the leader
March 28 - Svenska Daghladet, Stockholm,
Murray, KY 42071. They
General Manager
Sweden, on Russian President Vladimir Putin's who will take Russia further down the reform
may also be faxed to
'Where there is no vision, the people perish.'
election:
road. Orderliness and toughness are one thing, democ.(502) 753-1927.
is easy to understand that a man who speaks racy and market economy something else.
It
PI'BUSHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPER, INC
makers faced to shore up either
one for the retirement of the baby
boom generation.
All this because, after three
decades. of annual budget deficits,
the government turned a $69 billion surplus in 1998. Projections
are for growing black ink for the
next decade and beyond.
Some credit for this has to go
to savings enacted in the 1990 budget deal between 1?resident Bush
and Congress, and subsequent pacts
between Clinton and lawmakers in
1_993 and 1997.
But mostly, analysts credit the
federal surpluses that politicians
are enjoying to high technology.
the surging stock market and other
forces driving today's economy.
Just last week, the government
said the economy grew at a 7.3
percent annual rate for the last
quarter of 1999. the steepest jump
in close to 16 years.
Thanks to the economy's
strength. federal revenues have
consistently and dramatically outpaced official expectations in recent
years. bringing with them the record
budget surpluses considered unattainable a few years ago.
When Republicans took over
Congress in January 1995, the nonpartisan Congressional Budget
Office projected a $253. billion
federal deficit for fiscal 1999, with
even deeper shortfalls on the way.
But when the books closed Oct.
1 on fiscal 1999, there was a $124
billion surplus — a $377 billion
improvement.
Surpluses are still growing.
• Between January and March. the
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JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
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Another beneficial organization here in Murray is The National Federation of the Blind Group, Murray Chapter. This was
organized several years ago to help people with visual disabilities and to also educate the public about visual awareness.
To raise funds for this purpose, the Murray Chapter will
have a benefit auction on April 14 at the National Guard
Armory building, located on Highway 121 North.
The auction will be from 6:30 to 9 p.m. The doors will open
at 5:30 p.m. to allow people to view the items that are to be
auctioned. Refreshments will also be available.
The chapter members urge the public to help them in this
special fund-raising event.

•

VA representative at post office
A veterans field representative will be available to provide counseling and give assistance in filing claims for state and federal
benefits on Wednesday from 2:30 to 4:30 p.m. Wednesday at the
Murray Post Office on Chestnut Street.

Hearts in Motion scheduled
Hearts in Motion is scheduled to meet today (Tuesday) at 5:30
p.m. .at the Calloway County Public Library. This is a group of
people from different churches that meets to pray for the school
leaders, teachers and children and to get the Ten Commandments
put back in the schools. All interested persons are invited.

Interagency Council• will meet
Calloway County lineragency Council will meet Wednesday at
11:30 a.m. for lunch at Dutch Essenhaus Restaurant. Jeanne Masthay, executive director of the Calloway County Chapter of the
American Red Cross, will present the program at noon. All local
helping agencies are urged to have representatives present.

West View lists events
Special activities for.- the residents of West View Nursing Home
will include Room Time at 8:30 a.m.. Bible Class at 10 a.m. and
Resident Council at 2 p.m. Wednesday; Gospel Hour at 10 a.m.,
and Bingo at 2 p.m. Thursday; Devotion with John Shepard at 10
a.m. and Kite Flying at 2 p.m. Friday.

Garden Department will meet
Garden Department of the Murray. Woman's Club will meet
Thursday at 1 p.m. at the club for the regular business meting. At
1:45 p.m., weather permitting, the group with carpool with Joe Pat
James to a tour of Wadesboro.

Faxon and Almo fellowship planned
The Faxon and Almo Fellowship breakfast will be Wednesday
at 8 a.m. at Green Horse Cafe, Highway 121 North, Murray. this
has been just the Fixon fellowship, but will now be the Faxon
and'Almo fellowship. This is for all persons and their spouses who
have ever attended Faxon or Almo schools. For more information
.call Frank Brandon at 753-8394.

Depression Group will meet
Depression Support Group will meet Wednesday at 10:30 a.m.
in the private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
This is open to all interested persons. For more information call
Kathy Culbert RN at 489-2284 or Janie at 753-9015.

Oaks' ladies plan event
The ladies of the Oaks Country Club will play bridge on Wednesday at 9:30 a.m. This is open to all ladies of the club. Hostess
will be Sue Veazey, phone 492-4732.

Electricity sessions Wednesday
The 4-H Electricity sessions will meet Wednesday. Limited spaces
are available. Call the Calloway County Extension Service at 7531452 to sign up for these sessions.

,planned
4-H Clothing classes
4-H Clothing Construction classes will be April 8 and IS. Clothing will be due April 24 in the Calloway County 4-H office in
the Weaks Center. The Calloway County 4-H Fashion Revue will
be May 4 at 7 p.m. in the Murray State University Curris Center
theater. The public is invited, for more information call Ginny
Harper at 753-1452.

Parents' Night Out Friday
Relay for Life team of Memorial Baptist Church will sponsor
Parents' Night Out for children. age 0 through sixth grade, on Friday from 6 to 9:30 p.m. For more information and reservations
call Mitzi English at 759-9182 or sign-up on the bulletin board at
the church.

Prayer group to meet Wednesday

Heather Kraemer and

Mr and Mrs. Robert Priestly Scott

The WMU of Grace Baptist Church will meet Thursday at 6:30
p.m. in the fellowship house. The Rev. Sammy Cunningham. pastor, will present the program about his visit to Trinidad. Members
are reminded to bring a dozen plastic eggs- for the Easter Egg
Hunt to this meeting. Hostesses will be Carolyn Carroll and Nell
Evans. •

Mr. and 'Mrs. Robert Priestly Scott of Puryear.'Tenn.. will celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary on Saturday. April 8, 2000. at
Eastwood Street'-Church of Christ milti-purpose room. Eastwood Street,
Paris. Tenn.
All relatives and friends of the couple are. invited to attend the
celebration between the hours of 2 to 3:30 p.m. The event is being
hosted by the children and grandchildren of the couple.
The couple has requecre'd—in lieu of gifts donations be made to
India Missionary Fund. Green Plain Church of Christ. P.O. Box 1000,
Murray. KY 42071. memo: Scott anniversary.
Mrs. Scott. the former Margie Parish, is the ;daughter of the late
.and the late Alice Gilbert Parish orbelta City. Miss. Mr.
O.L. Parist
Scott is the son of the late Robert Jeffrey Scott. and the late Flossie
Dill Scott of Huntingdon. Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Scott have been involved in full time ministry work
for 47 years at congregations in Tennessee and Kentucky. They are
presently ministering at Fairview Church of Christ. Milan. Tenn..
where they have ministered for 30 years.
Mr. Scott is retired from :Martin' Marietta, Milan. Tenn.
They are The parents of four children: charlotte • Chilcutt of Madisonville, Joe Scott of Murray. Sandra Smith of Calvert City and Mark
Scott of -Buchanan. Tenn. They have six grandchildren.

Bell named student
of month by Rotary
Billy Bell was recently honored by the Murray Rotary Club
as the March Student of the Month
from Calloway County High
School.
Bell has been a member of the
band for four years. a member of
the jazz band for three years. and
drum major for three years. He
has participated in All-District.
All-State and Quad-State honors
bands.
A senior at CCHS, he is the
.senior class secretary and president the National Science Honors
Society. He has been a member
of the Beta Club, Pep Club and
Foreign Language Club..
Bell has been named to Who's
who Among American High School
Students, is a commended student
in the National Merit Scholarship
Program, and has attended the
Governor's Scholar Program.
Throughout his four years at
CCHS. Bell has maintained a 4.0
GPA, and is on track to represent
his senior class as a valedictorian.
After graduation, Bell plans to
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Kiwanis Club hears
Lyle speak at meeting
"Wellness" was the topic at a
mid-March meeting of the Murray KiWanis Club.
Judy Lyle, health educator at
Health Services, Murray State University. discussed the Healthy
Thoroughbreds Wellness Program
that is available to MSU students.
faculty and staff.
Lyle said "deaths from disease
and other causes often are preventable with a greater focus on
keeping well. Individuals need to
be aware of lifestyle choices that
will effect long-term wellness and
need to be willing to make behav-

loral changes to impro\ e health
and wellness."
The speaker said -the seven
dimensions of wellness include
such things as emotional wellness
and occupational wellness as well
as physical wellness."
Lyle concluded II% saving "you
need to learn about %ourselt. set
some goals and he in% kik in sonic
health-impro‘ing acti‘ ines."
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BILLY BELL
attend college to major in music
education with the intention of earning a master degree and a doctorate in music.
Bell is the son of Dave and
Nancy Bell. He is also an active
member of the University Church
of Christ congregation and youth
group. •
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Anniversary Sale
ItEreZ

Dr. and Mrs. David Kraemer of Murray announce the engagement
and forthcoming marriage of their daughter. Heather Kraemer. to Shannon Stephens. son of Michael and Bonna Bell of Smyrna,---Tenn.
Miss Kraemer is the granddaughter of Edwin and Dorothy Foutch
of Springfield, Ill., and of Mrs. Ruth -Bell of Clinton‘ille. Wis.
The bride-elect is a 1996 graduate of Murray State CM% ersity with
a degree in organizational communication. She is a. member of Alpha
Delta Pi sorority and is employed by. Vision Insurance Group of
Brentwood. Tenn.
Mr. Stephens. is a 1996 graduate of Middle Tennessee State Cmversity, Murfreesboro. Tenn.. with a degree in aerospacs; admintsitaed bytion. He is a member of Beta Theta Pi fraternity and is
Siebels Bruce Group of Nashville, Tenn.
The wedding will be Saturday. July IS. 2000. at 6:3() p.iii at 149
Baptist Church, Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend.
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Anniversary celebration Kraemer and Stephens
will be held Saturday wedding to be July 15

The Men's Prayer Group of Memorial Baptist Church will meet
Wednesday at 6:15 a.m. at Boulders Restaurant. Five Points.

WMU meeting on Thursday
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analynng your colonng and the
, clothing colors you wear. we ran
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Southern
Hope
Manual Therapy
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1.a.lnan ix a licensed massage
therapist. She specializes in
steedish 171(ISSage. refle.roftwy.
trigger points. infant
& pregnancy massage.
90$H S. 12th St.• Bel-Air(Ir.
Murray.. KY • 12701 767-0060
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Spartans win national title 89-76

By PAUL NEWBERRY
AP Sports Writer
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — With
every basket, every glare, every pump
of his fist, Mateen Cleaves carried
Michigan State.
So, when , it came time to carry.
away the championship trophy,
Cleaves wasn't about to give it up
— even with a crutch under each
arm.
- "- "He has the heart of a lion," said
his coach, Tom Izzo.
Cleaves scored 18 points in the
NCAA championship against Florida before tumbling to the court with
a grotesquely sprained ankle. After
a quick tape job. he returned to play.
11 more minutes in his college finale,
the Spartans' leader right to the end
— even though he was barely able
to make it pp -and down the court.
"It was a lot of pain," Cleaves"
said. "I had to suck it up and play
on it."
Later, he had the perfect painkiller.
Tears were rolling down his cheeks
as he hobbled on crutches and his
Michigan State teammates cut down

the nets after their 89-76 s ictory pionship for his school. Even when
Monday night.
he missed the first 13 games with
They put one of the nets around a broken right foot, he never sechis neck, and Cleaves then helped ond-guessed his decision to come back
carry off the trophy.
to the Spartans.
The championship came 21 years
"This is a wonderful message for
after Magic Johnson led the Spar- all the kids out there," said Frances
tans to their first national title. And Cleaves, his mother. "Stay in school,
Magic was on hand to see this one, stick to your goals, work hard. That
too.
will make you a winner."
"I knew that foot wouldn't keep
Cleaves was impressive in the
him- down," said Johnson, adorned first half, breaking Florida's press with
in a green sweatshirt of his alma his passing and ballhandling as Michimater but merely a fan these days. gan State built a 43-32 lead. The
The victory over Florida certain- margin had been cut to 50-44 when
ly wasn't a one-man show. ,
he rolled his right ankle on a drive
Morris Peterson finished with 21 to the basket v:?ith 16:18 to play.
points and A.J. Granger had 19.
A lot of teams might have foldCleaves was 7-for-11 from the field ed after losing their leader. Not the
— including 3-of-4 from outside the Spartans, with a team full of sen3-point arc — even though he did- iors and juniors.
n't take a shot after his injury.
Mike Chappell, taking Cleaves'
Many thought Cleaves would be spot on the floor, immediately hit a
playing in the NBA this year, fol- 3-pointer, prompting Izzo to take
lowing Michigan State's loss to Duke such a ,vigorous punch at the air
in the Final Four last season.
that he nearly lost his jacket. MichiInstead, he returned for his sen- gan State was up 58-50 by the time
ior season, delaying the inevitable millions for the chance to win a cham- •See Page 7

14*i
,

CELEBRATE GOOD TIMES...The Michigan State Spartans, celebrating after a win earlier this year, claimed the NCAA national championship by defeating Florida 89-76.

Galarraga makes
triumphant return
By The Associated Press
Andres Galarraga made a triumphant return to Turner Field
and Ken Griffey Jr. enjoyed a
- hero's welcome at Cinergy Field.
For Tony Gwynn, though, opening day was a big pain.
Gwynn might have broken a
bone when he was hit by a pitch
in the right elbow Monday in San
Diego's 2-1 loss to the New York
Mets.
"When I got hit, I just thought
I would be sore a little bit," Gwynn
said. "They think it is a chip fracture. We'll see."
Mark McGwire, meanwhile,
missed the St. Louis Cardinals' 71 victory over the Chicago Cubs
because of back spasms. He left
Busch Stadium in the third inning
and went to a hospital for an
MRI, which showed no disc problems.
"We'll treat it and see how he
is on Wednesday," manager Tony
La Russa said.

Yankees open
with victory

Out all of last season because
of cancerous tumor in his hack,
Galarraga celebrated his comeback
by hitting a tiebreaking home run
in the seventh inning that lifted
the Atlanta Braves over Colorado
2-0.
"I'm really excited. It's like a
movie," he said. "It's something
really special. There are no words
to say how happy I am."
Griffey, who spent his childhood romping around the former
Riverfront Stadium, got a 20-second ovation when he made his debut
for the Cincinnati Reds.
Junior went 0-for-2 in a game
against Milwaukee that was tied

By The Associated Press
The team of the I 900s began
the 2000s with a win.
Paul O'Neill and Shane Spencer
homered, Orlando Hernandez
pitched out of jams and Mariano
Rivera converted his 23rd straight
save chance as the New York Yankees opened with a 3-2 win at
the Anaheim Angels on, Monday
night.
In his.first opening-day assignment, Hernandez- gave up eight
hits but struac out Mo Vaughn
three times.
"I just kept getting him out,"
El Duque said through a translator. "You have to be careful, that
you make quality pitches to Mo
Vaughn because he is one of the
best hitters in baseball."
'The Yankees began their bid to
° become the first team to win three
straight world championships since
the 1972-74 Oakland Athletics by
winning for the first time in five

II See Page 7
CAT IS BACK...Andres Galarraga, playing in his first game
after recovering from cancer,
hit a solo home run to help
the Braves win their seasonopener Monday.

0
West Coast openers Hernandez
allowed eight hits and one run in
seven innings.
"He put his fastball on the corners, used his change, mixed up
some different arm angles, threw
his breaking ball," Vaughn said."He
threw strikes, got ahead of hitters, and there were very few times
you were sitting 3-1. He got that
first strike and then he went to
work."
In other games, Cleveland beat
Baltimore 4-1, Texas beat Chicago 10-4, Toronto beat Kansas City
5-4, Tampa Bay beat -Minnesota
7-0 and Detroit beat Oakland 74.
At Anaheim, Vaughn had an
RBI single in the ninth, the first
run off Rivera since last July 18.
Rivera ended last season with 28
straight scoreless appearances in the
regular season, a span of 30 2-3

•See Page 7

Lady Lakers boast versatile squad for 2000

play, senior newcomer Amanda
Blackburn will step in as the club's
second baseman. If pot, the merrygo-round could begin on the defensive side.
A lineup without Hughes could
push Blackburn into duty at third
base and shift returning senior first
baseman Jenni—,Pigg to second.
Sophomore leftfielder Whitney
Ragsdale could also see time at
second.
"Every day we go out there, I
might be putting out a different
lineup," noted Greer. "We just have
to get them all out there and see
where things fall into place."
Hocking, a transfer from the
Murray city school system, is projected as the Lady Lakers' new
centerfielder, but could miss up
The fortunes of Calloway's sea- to four or five weeks while recovson will center around the health ering from mononucleosis.
of two key players - junior third
For the time being, Calloway
baseman Rachel Hughes and fresh- will have to rely on junior Kaci
man outfielder Lacy Hocking.--- Ellison to fill the void. Freshmen
Hughes was a vital cog in the Rebecca Cripps and Sara Scott
Lady Lakers' machine last year. will also see time in the outfield.
but suffered a torn anterior cruciRounding out the defense will
ate ligament that sidelined her late be eighth grader Ashley Chadwick,
who will see time at both shortin the season.
"She went out with the ACL, stop and catcher. Ellison will also
and then she had a car wreck and be in the mix at both positions.
Questions also surround the
re-injured the knee," • Greer
explained. "That's beginning to offense, which suffers a power
bother her a little bit in practice." shortage with the loss of shortIf Highes is well enough' to stop Jessica Norsworthy to gradBy SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
If you were looking for one
word to describe the • 2000 Calloway County Lady Lakers, it
might be versatile.
And that's a good thing if you're
Lady Laker head coach Tommy
Greer.
Through some unfortunate circumstances, Greer will have to
rely on the flexibility of his squad
if the Lady Lakers are to improve
upon last year's 14-7 record.
"We've got a few girls who
can play at more than one position." Greer said. "But we've got
a very young team. So we're going
to take our lumps on the beginning."

Are Your Tires Ready
To Hit The Road This Spring?

Lifeliner STE
(Passenger Cars & Light Trucks)

.6 Yr Limited Warranty
024-Month Free Replacement
24 Hour Roadside Assistance
*Smooth Quiet Ride

[
NEW & USED TIRES • FREE BALANCING WITH TIRE PURCHASE

Warehouse Tire
400 Industrial Rd.•753-1111

Cop
T I RES

Calloway County
2000 Softball
April 11
at Marshall
4:30
April 13 at Fulton City
4:30
April 14 at Carlisle Co. 4:30
April 17
MURRAY
4:30
April 19
at St. Mary
4:30
April 20 at Hickman Co. 4:30
April 25
at Mayfield
4:30
April 27
CFS
4:30
April 28 HICKMAN CO. 4:30
May 1
MAYFIELD
6
May 2
GRAVES CO. 4:30
May 4 CARLISLE CO. 4:30
May 5
MARSHALL
4:30
May 8
at CFS
4:30
May 9
at Murray
4:30
May 11
FULTON CO.
4:30
May 12
ST. MARY
4:30
May 16 FULTON CITY 4:30
May 18 at Graves Co.
4:30
May 22-26
District
TBA
May 29
Regiofials
TBA
Home games in ALL CAPS
uation.
"The biggest thing we have to
do is score when we get on base,"
Greer said. "We're going to have
to use our speed to steal bases
and manufacture runs, because
wers,:not going to beat the ball
to death."

II See Page 7

CELLTOUCH,inc.
Dixi•land Shopping Centiir
(Behind Hardee, on Chestnut
St 1
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OFFENSIVE KEY...Calloway County head coach Torrimy Greer said that sophomore
Whitney Ragsdale could be the sparkplug for the Lady Lakers offense in 2000.
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Michigan state fans
celebrate title win

II Spartans
From Page 6
the point guard returned 4:29 later.
"I think it took a little bit out
of Florida seeing him come back."
Chappell said. "We lose Mateen,
we build on what we had, and to
have him come back to take the
reins, I mean, I know if I was
on the other side seeing that it would
take some of the wind out of my
sails."
Even though Cleaves didn't
score another point, he helped the
Spartans push the lead even higher against the younger, less experienced Gators.
His long pass to Peterson for
a layup made it 60-50. Cleaves
was leveled while setting a screen
a few minutes later, but it was
enough to spring Granger for a
3-pointer that started a 16-6 run
and put the game away.
"Mateen Cleaves is a great point
guard. He showed it tonight," Florida's Mike Miller said. "Senior
leader, been through a lot of things.
I think he did a good job of running his team and he knocked
down shots."
The Spartans' victory in 1979
— Magic vs. Larry Bird — is
the one that hooked the nation on
the NCAA tournament. This one
may not have had the same significance, but it had the drama
'thanks to Cleaves and his bum
ankle.
"I told the trainer they'd have
to amputate it to keep me out of
this one," he said.
The Spartans (32-7), the only
top-seeded team to reach the Final
Four, finished 33-for-59 from the
field (56 percent), the best against
Florida's frantic pace in the tour-

HAPPINESS IS.. Michigan State head coach Tom Izzo, shown
after winning last year's Mideast Regional final, celebrated his
Spartans' national championship Monday in Indianapolis.
nament. The previous best was 43
percent by top-ranked Duke in the
regional semifinals.
Michigan State never wemed
fazed by the pressure, beating it
early with long passes. The Spartans were their usual efficient
selves when they did run their
half-court game, getting good looks
and crashing the boards when they
missed.
Florida coach Bilk 1),)novan
gamsaid his team's style ‘‘

ble against Michigan State, which
won all six games in the tournament by at least 11 points in
becoming the first Big Ten team
to win the championship, since
Michigan in 1989.
"We watched a lot of tape. I
did not see one team press them
all year long," he said. "Probably, obviously, for a good reason
teams didn't press them."
Udonis Haslem had a seasonhigh 27 points.

Fourth District champion Marshall
County next Tuesday.
"I probably should have scheduled a game or two (last) week,"
said Greer. "It's going to put us
hind a little bit ... It won't hurt
us to start out at Marshall County."

From Page 6
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EAST LANSING, Mich. (AP) ters.
Police eventually arrested 132
— Michigan State got off to a fast
COLLEGE BASEBALL
people. Of the 113 later convicted,
start, and so did its fans.
• Evansville vs. Murray State
Crowds flocked to the streets 94 went to jail.
Reagan Field - 2 p.m.
Daley said the celebration imand flooded the Breslin Center
mediately
following
Monday
PREP
BASEBALL
floor even before the NCAA cham• Calloway County vs. pionship game was over in Indian- night's victory was large and
University Heights Academy
apolis on Monday night, celebrat- peaceful.
"It appears to be a joyous celeGulf Shores, Ala. - 10 a.m.
ing the school's first national
bration. One of our people there
• CFS vs. Murray High
championship in 21 years.
Ty Holland Field - 4:30 p.m
"To be here and be a part of this said it was the largest crowd he had
• Calloway vs_ Fairhope (Ala)
is so great," said Amanda Grube, a ever seen in the village,- he said.
The celebration following SaturGulf Shores, Ala. - 4:30 p.m.
junior from Canton.
"We won! We won! We 'won!" day's semifinal victory over WisWEDNESDAY
one group chanted after the Spar- consin also was much calmer. That
crowd reached about 2,000 at its
PREP BASEBALL
tans' 89-76 victory over Florida.
height, East Lansing Police Sgt.
• Calloway County vs.
Police said about 15,000 people Ray Hellmann said.
Robertsdale (Ala.)
,
gathered to celebrate outside the
Eight of the 30 arrested that
Gulf Shores, Ala. - 10 a.m.
Cedar Village apartment complex, night were Michigan State students.
with a similar size crowd gathering
downtown. People were high-flying, chanting the school fight song
and waving flags. Fireworks went
off, drivers honked their horns and
Sponsor ed By
students wavedfrOm balconies.
"This moment right now, this
place right here, is the best .place
and the best time to be," said Mike
Ansted, financial consultant from
Toledo, Ohio, and a '96 grad.
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
Students body surfed through
"Your more than one company agency"
the dense crowd. One student had a
David King 901 Sycamore
Florida Gator hanging by the neck
753-8355
from a pole. Three men had the letMAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
ters M-S-U painted on their stomNATIONAL LEAGUE
AMERICAN LEAGUE
achs. Students held up newspapers
East Division
East Division
with banner headlines proclaiming
W
L Pct. GB
W
L Pct. GB
the Spartans as national champions.
Atlanta
1
0 1 000
New York
1
0 1 000
Florida
1
13 1 000
Tampa Bay
1
0 1.000
—
"It's pretty rowdy, but so far, so
New York
667
2
1
Toronto
1
0 1.000
—
good," said Dawn Gonzales. 23. a
Philadelphia
0
0 000 1/2
Boston
0
0 .000 1/2
Montreal
1
Baltimore
0
1
000
nursing student.
0
1 .000
1
Central Division
Central Division
Sounds of glass breaking interW
L Pct. GB
W
L Pct, GB
rupted the music and cheering. St Louis
1
0 1 000
Cleveland
1
0 1.000
There were reports of some injuries
Cincinnati
Detroit
1
0
0 .000 1/2
0 1.000
Houston
Chicago
0
0 .000 1/2
0 . 1 .000
1
from thrown bottles and cans, but
Kansas City
Milwaukee
0
0 .000 1/2
1
1 .000
0
no serious injuries.
Pittsburgh
Minnesota
0
0 000 1/2
0.
1 .000
"Considering the number of Chicago
1
1
2 .333
West Division
people we have here, the number of
West Division
W
L Pct. GB
1
W
L Pct. GB
Texas
0 1.000
problems has been very light," po1
0 1 000
Seattle
Los Angeles
0
0 .000 1/2
lice Lt. Tom Johnstone said.
Anaheim
0
1
Arizona
0
0 000 1/2
1 .000

The Insurance Center
of Murray

By 1:20 a.m., 16 people had
been arrested on indecent exposure.
disorderly conduct or alcohol-related charges, Lt. Kevin Daley said.
The crowd booed as one person
Was handcuffed.
Many people were heading
home, with the crowd at about half
the size they were at the peak of the
celebration.
After Michigan State's loss to
Duke in last year's semifinals.
more than 10,000 people ran
through East Lansing. Some rioters
overturned cars, set bonfires, broke
windows and smashed parking me-

Oakland

000
1
Colorado
1
0
0
1
000
1
San Diego
San Francisco
1
000
0
Monday's Games
Milwaukee 3, Cincinnati 3. 6 innings, rain
New York Mets 2, San Diego 1
Atlanta 2, Colorado 0
St. Louis 7, Chicago Cubs 1
Houston al Pittsburgh, ppd., rain
Flonda 6, San Francisco 4
Los Angeles 10, Montreal 4

0

1

000

1

Monday's Games
Texas 10. Chicago White Sox 4
Cleveland 4, Baltimore 1
Toronto 5. Kansas City '4
Tampa Bay 7, Minnesota 0
Detroit 7, Oakland 4
N Y. Yankees 3, Anaheim 2
All

R11111111
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innings.
O'Neill hit a go-ahead, two-run
homer in the sixth off loser Ken
Hill, and Spencer connected an
inning later off Kent Mercker.
Indians 4, Orioles 1
Travis Fryman and Kenny Lofton
hit solo homers at Camden Yards
in Cleveland's first game since firing Mike Hargrove, who became
Baltimore's manager.
Lofton, originally expected to
be out until the All-Star break
after tearing a rotator cuff in the
playoffs last year, broke a 1-1 tie
in the sixth with his homer, helping Charlie Manuel win his debut
as Indians manager.
Winner Bartolo Colon allowed
one run and three hits in five
innings, and Steve Karsay got three
outs for the save.
Rangers 10, White Sox 4
Gabe Kapler became the first
player to homer in his first two
at-bats with the Rangers, and AL
MVP Ivan Rodriguez drove in five
runs with two more homers.
Kenny Rogers allowed one run
and six hits in eight innings, winning his first game for his original team following a four-year
absence. His final appearance in
1999 for the New York Mets saw
him walk home the winning run
against Atlanta in the clinching
Game 6 of the NLCS.
The opener at Arlington drew
49,332, a team record at home
during the regular season. Loser_
Mike Sirotka allowed seven runs
— six earned — and six hits in
4 1-3 innings.

WOMEN'S GOLF

SCOREBOARD

One area without questions is
at 3 when it was called 'in the
sixth inning because of rain. It on the mound, where Greer - for
was the first time in the majors the first time - will have the luxthat teams opened with a tie since ury of three starting pitchers.
Despite the loss of Sabana
April 12, 1965, when the St. LouisChicago game at Wrigley Field Emerson and Christina Adams. the
was stopped because of darkness Lady Lakers will be loaded with
after 11 innings with the score Fox, Chadwick and eighth-grader
Following a date with the Lady
10-all.
Danielle McMillen.
Marshals, the Lady Lakers will trav"It was awesome," Griffey said
"This is the first time that I'll el to Fulton City (April 13) and
of the greeting. "It was something
going into a season with three Carlisle County (April 14) before
be
I wasn't expecting. It was fun."
who want to pitch," Greer returning home to host crosstown
girls
In other games, Los Angeles
"All three of them have rival Murray (April 17).
exclaimed.
beat Montreal 10-4 and Florida
pitching camps over the
attended
defeated San Francisco 6-4: The
winter, and they're all throwing
"I'm not going to be too hard
Houston at Pittsburgh game was
every day after. practice ... We
rained out.
on them - as far as winning and
have to feel pretty confident about losing - early in the season,"
Braves 2, Rockies 0
Greer
pitching."
our
said. "What I'll be looking for is
Greg Maddux improved to 6-0
on opening day as Atlanta dampCCHS will start the season later improvement every • game ... We
ened Buddy Bell's debut as Col- than normal, observing a spring should -get an idea about what
orado's manager.
break during the first week of kind of team we have by the time
The crowd of 42,255 — about April before opening at defending we play Murray."
8,000 under capacity, perhaps held
down by a tornado watch — saw
EN;IO1I lowitNir
E
the Braves receive their NL championship rings. Reliever John RockAll Slif11/11er Le115
er was cheered when he received
his prize, then had to leave the
BASIC KNIT SHIRTS
field to start his 14-day suspension.
$1999
Galarraga broke a scoreless tie
Outstanding Colors
in the seventh with his home run
off Pedro Astacio. Andruw Jones
WRINKLE FREE No FADE CASUAL PANTS
followed with another homer.
Maddux allowed five hits in 7
2-3 innings.
Khaki, Olive, Stone & Navy

• Yankees

SCHEDULE
ToDAy
• Murray State Spring
Invitational - Miller G.C.

• Galarraga II Lady Lakers'
From Page 6
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MORE THAN MAN'S BEST FRIEND...Steve
Lyons. student at CCHS. is shown participating in a presentation on pet therapy.

WATCHING TELEVISION...Justin Crouse, biology stuDEMONSTRATION...Kay Higgins, left, and Erica
dent at CCHS, presents information about genetic
Hill tell the class how to interpret news. They
diseases using PowerPoint.
are CCHS journalism students.

A DIFFERENT KIND OF LESSON...MHS student Richie
WERE OFF TO SEE THE WIZARD...Will Pitman. Dacia Mansfield, Travis spends part of his day
at Pagliai's for some
Trista Colson and Bradley Black are pictured as the key char- on-the-job training, part of
the school-to-work proacters in the MMS production of "The Wizard of Oz."
gram.

READING IS "FUN"DAMENTAL...North
Elementary student Dakota Little enjoys
reading his accelerated reading book
during his P-3 reading class.

COMING TOGETHER...MES students share the timelines they
put together to show important events in the 20th century
with Superintendent W.A. Franklin and three board members.

A SPECIAL TREAT,..Southwest ElemenCHECKING OUT THEIR BOOKS,..Calloway Preschool
FUN AND GAMES...East Elementary students tary students are shown enjoying some
Center students enjoy hot chocolate while they look
enjoy a game of "Knock-Out" using math stone soup they prepared after reading
at the books they received from the R.I.F. program.
skills.
the story "Stone Soup."

VISUAL AIDS...East Elementary students
Justin Hill, Casey Nelson, Michael Miller
and Josh Polk made dioramas to explain
their book reports.

4

Tlait

"BIG-BUDDY"...MSU student Mike Arneson spent
HELPING HANDS...MES student Justin
time hanging out with his buddies at MES durClere adds his star to the bulletin
ing the one-week intersession. The school's "Big
SPECIAL VISITOR...MMS Principal Steve Kroehler visited board display with the help of teacher
Buddy, Little Buddy" program brings the kids togethMurray Elementary to read to the younger students.
Theresa Jones.
er.

Is Laser Vision
Correction Surgery
For You?
There's more to vision correction than
glasses and contacts. Know your options.
Call today for your FREE consultation
and receive important information
based on your prescription level,
' eye health and general health.
1116

EYECARE
SPECIALITIES
Dr

M Adam.

41,
0
•

7e
.
rum',

n
Ail
LOOK-A-LIKES...Pictured are MMS
basketball players and best friends
Mallory Cunningham and Shannon Elias.

Shelter Super Term

If you need
$50,000
term insurance
now
with guaranteed convertibility later.
Before you buy life insurance, look at our
SHELTER SUPER TERM LIFE INSURANCE
l'oliev form 1,430

Well always
be ther for you
Harold 'Jack" Romaine
105 N 12th St
Murray
759-103.3 or 753-0373
Licenaed in KY & TN

270-759-2500
308 S. 12th St., Murray, KY
Choi**, In•

00) CnIunibo• MO 00210
WIS, 1017 W 110,004,

The World is our Plc),ground
753-6578 • Hours: 7:00 a.m.-5:30 p.m.

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT As a child, I was
physically and sexually abused for
almost 10 years. Eventually, my parents put me in a state mental hospital
when I was in my teens. Now I am
starting to get my life back in order,
with the help of a wonderful therapist.
But the emotional pain won't go away.
Is there a brain operation to obliterate
all these horrible memories?
DEAR READER: Unfortunately,
there is no reputable surgery that will
separate you from your unpleasant
memories. Like other people who
have suffered deprivation and abuse,
you will continue to remember your
terrible experiences for the rest of
your life. Awful things happened to
you, and memories of them will
remain an indelible part of your emotional state.
However, now that you are older,
safe and in therapy, you can make
these disastrous experiences work for
you in a very positive way; that is, you
can use them as a springboard to
enhance personal growth. What happened, happened. It's past, it's over.
Don't let these memories and resentments contaminate your 'recovery.
You can overcome them with help
and, in the process, become a better,
stronger person. On the other hand, if
you choose to live in the past and
allow self-pity and remorse to govern
your life, you run the risk of becoming
a bitter, unhappy and poorly adjusted
adult.
I urge you to work with your therapist to discover the many effective
ways of dealing with the anger, shame
and guilt that I am sure you experience. Although such feelings are characteristic of abused children, you can
choose not to be a victim anymore. In
fact, your memories could enrich your
adult life, even make you able to help

DEAR ABBY

others who experienced similar
abuse. Use your very real emotional
pain to make you a more sensitive
person. At times when you are overwhelmed by your memories, reach out
for help, work on your self-image and
get your emotional life back in balance.
Today is the first day of the rest of
your life; it's a cliche, but it works. To
give you related information, I am
sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Mental and Emotional
Illness."
DEAR DR. GOTT. I'm turning to
you for an answer to a very delicate
situation. My boyfriend apparently
practices poor hygiene after a bowel
movement. There is considerable skin
irritation, odor and heavy stains on
his underwear. Could this cause me to
have health issues?
DEAR READER: Your concerns —
and the problem you described — are
common. People are not always as
fastidious about this sort of thing as
they should be. Evidently, someone
failed to teach your boyfriend an
appropriate method to clean himself
after a bowel movement. Aside from
the obvious consequences, his fecal
staining could affect you. Bacterial
spread during intimacy may, indeed,
lead to vaginal infection or inflammation elsewhere. In addition, I'd worry
that his disregard of bowel hygiene
could reflect a lack of concern about
body cleanliness in general,
Inasmuch as the immediate problem appears to bowel-related, I suggest that your boyfriend begin to take
special care to wipe himself thoroughly — using warm soap and water if
necessary — and to change his underwear frequently. Show him my
response to your question and see if
he gets the message.
C 2000 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN.
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• HOW ABOUT
MEETING FOR
AN INNOCENT
CUP Of TEA?

Ten years ago
Murray High School Chess team
was state co-champion with St.
Xavier of Louisville at the Kentucky State Chess Championship at

Bardstown. Team members are
Andy Rickman, David Chu, James
Chu and David Cano.
Joy Thomas of Murray won first

for her watercolor of "Mrs. Pullen
in Chore Coat" in a juried portrait
competition at Murray Art Guild.
Calloway County High School
Lakers beat Ballard Memorial 11 -0
in a baseball game. Calloway pitchers were Robert (Pookie) Jones,
Benji Kelly and Alan Miller.
Twenty years ago
Published is a picture of Troops
of Junior ROTC program at Calloway County High School at the an-

nual formal inspection April 2 in
tilt high school parking lot. Instructors are Chief Warrant Officer Billy
Hudson and First Sgt. Bobby Holland.
James Lee Harmon, a 1952
graduate of Hazel High School,
now president of Trucks, Trailers 8t
Buses and state WOW president,
will be the featured speaker at the
annual reunion banquet of the Hazel School Alumni Association.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Adams, March
18.
Thirty years ago
Dr. Kenneth Harrell, chairman
of history department of Murray
State University, has been named
as the new dean of graduate school
and director of extension at MSU.
Pfc. Ronald Gene Reavis, son of

*4*

DEAR ABBY: When I read the
TO
CONFIDENTIAL
letter from "Outraged in the South," "SEARCHING FOR HAPPImy stomach turned. Perhaps the NESS IN SAN FRANCISCO":
stepmother should not have moved Armchair philosopher Robert
Dad over — it is pretty gross. How- Cory said it best in his book,
ever, maybe the dad and step- "Bottom Lines to Life": "Don't
mother discussed where they would look for what makes you happy
like to be buried, and he chose to be in life — deal with what prenext to her instead of in the middle vents you from it."
because he had been married to her
**.
for at least 27 years. Over the
For everything you need to know
course of those 27 years,'I assume
she loved him, cared for him and, about wedding planning, order "How to
a Lovely Wedding." Send a busimost likely, nursed him through his Have
ness-sized, self-addressed envelope, plus
last illness.
check or money order for $3.95 (64.50 in
The youngest daughter was ('anada) to: Dear Abby, Wedding Booklet,
approximately 17 years old when P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, IL 61054her father married a much younger 0447.(Postage is included.)
woman. He lived to be at least 90
years old. She should be grateful
that they had such a long life
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Reavis of Dextogether and were there for each
otl}er.
CONTRACT BRIDGE
Give this woman a break. Unless
she was a selfish witch, those adult
children could use their time more
productively. They should console
their stepmother, as I am sure she
is mourning. She is now approxi- North dealer.
a diamond. East took the diamond
mately 65 years old, and I would
with the ace and continued with
vulnerable.
side
Neither
expect she could use some "family"
the queen ofdiamonds,planning to
NORTH
around her.
eventually score four diamond
4A Q3
If you print this, please don't use
tricks and the ace of hearts to put
IlrJ
3
my name. All the relatives live here.
contract down one.
the
•
J
9
A CALIFORNIAN
Unfortunately for East, de+A K Q 9 8 2
clarer scampered home with the
EAST
WEST
DEAR CALIFORNIAN: You're
+104
next 10 tricks and wound up makright; there are usually two +97652
ing four notrump.
V A Q6
K974
• AQ 1083
However,East should have de+765
feated the contract and would have
+743
-

Asleep at the Switch

44-T H V
WHAT'S WRONG
WITH MEETING
FOR AN
INNOC,ENT
CUP OF COFFEE, CATH 2

LOOKING BACK

DEAR ABBY: In a recent column sides to every story. However, if
you printed a letter from "Outraged the matter had been discussed
in the South," whose stepmother, between the father and his
upon her death, will have herself second wife, it would have been
buried between "Outraged's" father wise to have shared the burial
and his first wife in the family plans with the adult children
burial plot.
well in advance.
You advised her that it would
#
most likely he useless to try to talk
this incredibly insensitive step-,
ABBY:
My daughter is
DEAR
mother out of it. However, there is planning a wedding in July. She
something that "Outraged" and her would like to use silver and bursiblings can do. After the step- gundy as her colors. Her soon-to-be
mother dies — or, perhaps even mother-in-law said silver is used for
better, before she dies — the "chil- second marriages. Is this true?
dren" can go together and have
NEEDS YOUR HELP IN UTAH
another inscription engraved on the
stone underneath the first wife's
DEAR NEEDS: If that's true,
name.
it's the first time I've heard of it.
' It could read: "She did it over Second-time brides often wear
our dead bodies — Signed, The pastel colors — or white with
Children."
color in the trim of the garment
DEE IN WASHINGTON or their accessories. If your
daughter wants to use silver
DEAR DEE: Your suggestion and burgundy for her wedding,
is a hoot. Not everyone viewed'the combination sounds fine to
the second wife's intentions as me.
we did. Read on:

Et L_C)II\1

HOW ABOUT
THERE ARE NO INNOCENT
MEETING FOR
FOOD OR BEVERAGE
AN INNOCENT
EXPERIENCES BETWEEN
SINGLE PEOPLE WHO USED DESSERT?
TO DATE! IT'S ALL SUSPECT! THERE'S AU.NR`I5
AN ULTERIOR MOTIVE !!

done so quite easily had he not
SOUTH
acted so impulsively by returning
4 KJ 8
the queen ofdiamonds at trick two.
✓ 10 8 5 2
A moment of thought would
•K 4 2
have told Eastthat he was handing
J 105
South the contract by returning a
The bidding
North East South West diamond. He could see that de1V
Pass clarer would score six club tricks,a
1•
1+
diamond and at least two spade
3 NT
Pass
3+
Openinglead —sevenofdiamonds. tricks (with the aid of a finesse, if
necessary), so a diamond continuIt is true that a defender does ation was sure to prove fatal.
Instead, East should have
not have the great advantage —
enjoyed by the declarer— ofknow- shifted to the ace of hearts at trick
ing the exact extent of his side's two,hopingtofind his partner with
assets. But this disadvantage can the requisite strength and length
nearly always be overcome by in the suit necessary to defeat the
proper play.Oncethe openinglead contract. In the actual case, the
is made and dummy appears, the heart shift would have put South
defenders should usually be able down one. West would signal with
to find the most promising line of the seven on the ace, and East
would then lead the queen and'
defense.
another
heart to put a quick end to
South
where
case
Take this
got to three notrump and West led the proceedings.
Tomorrow: Harvard beat.

CROSSWORDS
39 Associates
42 Des Moines
St
43 Fork prongs
45 Woody
plants
46 — Lanka
48 — beam
50 School term
for short
51 Feminine
suffix
53 Gait
55 Daphne —
Mauner
56 Stone of
'Basic
Instinct'
59 Response
61 Outsider
62 Gambol

ACROSS

FD FR

1I

FR cr W COfl
WE'LL UNPACK My GEAR
FIRST.-THEN we't.t. HEAD
OVER To youR
I'LL
PLACE.
mi55 LAVIN&
WITH youmEeD.

HEY, HEY

11.6 THE END OF AN ERA,
MIKE 13aTHE BEGINNING
OF A WHOLE NEAtki WA' oF

YOU KNOW, IDS'SAD LUCK
TO EAT A GOLDFISH!

— FOR THE FIRST
MAAS' IN 2.44
I'LL HAVE A BATHRooro
Fil-lMkibELF !!!!

50,I'LL STAY OUT OF
THE CASINOS

1 Rockne's
first name
6 Chew on
something
11 Remains
12 High-pitched
14 Kaline ID
15 Otherwise
17 Cream-filled
cookie
18 "— Passes"
20 "Dinner at
—"
23 Public notice,
for short
24 MS.
Thompson
26 An Adams,
et al
28 NBC owner
29 Bars for
washing
31 Built
33 Ayn —
35 Slaughter of
baseball
36 Undergo
instruction
again
1

2

3

ill

4

10

13

17

,16

f
°

ill

21

22

31 ,
35

34

u•uu

36 ill

23

28

30
33

-1

9

6

5

25

29

42

5 Famous cow
6 Cerium
symbol
7 Hopper ID
8 Precious
metal, in
Spain
9 Oscar winner

12

,

THAT UNEUP HAS1V6E PUNCTUATED
5A4( FOR INSTANCE, THAT M
E0i/C.ATi3N I5 IMMTANT,
COeRECTLY,P3E5WT ?IMO CANT
THE MANAGER OF A MAJORFRANKLIN !
LEAGUE BALL CLUE MO I'M OW* TAKE A 5TARTIN6 LACY OUT 1b
i6N't
THE LANEUP OUT TO THE UMPIRE . -714E MARE if IT
PUNCTUATED CORRECTix,CAN 4fOu? t

ANAN A
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E
JKLMN
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Syndicate
Feature
United
4-4 C 2000

1 Beach Boys
tune
2 Nova Scotia
(abbr )
3 Utilize
4 Porcelain
brick

15
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ill

38
44

40 41

illaaa ill
ill ill
Mildiill
add.Id
1
MEI
ill

Sorvino
10 Guaranty
11 Loses color
13 Adored
16 Border
19 Stylish
21 Employ
22 Years
between
12-20
25 Unjoined
27 Best Actor of
1970
30 Slow-moving
mollusk
32 Russian
rulers
34 Ms Merrill
36 Ascends
37 Ms Kitt
38 Bird's home
40 Tributary
41 Thighbone
44 Glacial ice
block
47 Type style,
for short
49 A Jaffe
52 Silkworm
54 Cooking
meas
57 Faeroe
Islands
whirlwind
58 Nolte ID
60 Pronoun

ter. is now serving his o%erseas du
ties with the US. Army in Viet
nam
Mars Lee Brownfield, junior at
Murray High School, was crowned
DECA Sweetheart for the state of
Kentucky at the state leadership
conference of Distributive Education Clubs of America at Lexington.

Forty years ago
Murray Hospital staff employees
are sporting new shoulder identification emblems on their uniforms.
In a contest by the art department
of Murray-College-High School:
Willie Darnell Jr. won with a prize
of $10 for the winning design. The
hospital employs 98 people.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. James Burton, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Louis Todd and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Cherry.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Mason Evens Jr.,
April 1.Fifty years ago
A total of $2,950 has been col-

lected in the fund drive for the Calloway County Chapter of the
American Red Cross, according to
Rue Overby, fund drive chairman.
This year's quota is $3,057.
Plans for the second annual
North-South basketball game at
Murray State College are progressing well. Ed Kellow, head of the
selection committee, said that
names of prospective players submitted for the high school classic
are far ahead of last year. The event
is co-sponsored by the Murray
Chamber of Commerce.

TODAY IN HISTORY
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday. April 4, the
95th day of 2000. There are 271
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On April 4, 1968, civil rights
leader Martin -Luther King Jr., 39,
was shot to death in Memphis,Tenn.
On this date:
In 1818, Congress decided the
flag of the United States would
consist of 13 red and white stripes
and 20 stars, with a new star to
be added for every new state of

the Union.
In 1841, President William
Henry Harrison succumbed to pneumonia one month after his inauguration, the first U.S. chief executive to die in office.
In 1850, the city of Los Angeles was incorporated.
In 1974, Hank Aaron of the
Atlanta Braves tied Babe Ruth's
home-sun record by hitting his
714th round-tripper in Cincinnati.
Five years ago: Francisco Martin Duran, who had raked the
White House with semiautomatic
rifle fire in October 1994, was
convicted in Washington of trying
to assassinate President Clinton
(Duran was later sentenced to 40
years in prison).
One year ago: NATO warplanes
and missiles attacked an army
headquarters, oil refineries and
other targets in and around Belgrade. The Colorado Rockies beat
the San Diego Padres 8-2 in base=
ball's first season opener held in
.Mexico.

Subscribe to the
Murray Ledger
& Times
Local Delivery
RATES
$18.75
3 mo.
$37.50
6 mo.
$75.00
1 yr.
Mail Subscription
RATES
3 mo,
$57.00
6 mo.
- $69.50
$98.00
1 yr.
Money Order

Check
Visa

Name
Street Address
City

Zip

State
Daytime Phone

Mail this coupon with
payment to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
'Murray, KY 42071
Or call

(270)753-1916
S.
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CLASSIFIED
TO PLACE. CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD. CALL:

CLASSIFIED Al) RATES

7534916

$6.50 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All Ad* Mutt R{In i4ath.n V. 11,11 Period •
$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

Lux Ad. S7 00 minimum 1.1 dd. 10.: per word per d.p tor rah addition,ilsonse,uto,
51/ClIIJ tot Shopper ITue. Cl..watieds go Imo Shopping
52 4i esira r,,, ',had 155 id'

L

020

Just Say "Charge It"

060
Notice

ALTERATIONS
Ruth s See & Sew
753-6981
FREE PregaJno
Test,' Life House
753-0700.
LET'S Go Fishing.
Redworms,
Nightcrawlers.'
Cold drinks.
Rex's Worm Farm.
4600 Irvin Cobb Road.
Murray, KY.
270-436-2189.

PHOTOGRAPHER
270-753-1001.

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
FOUND 2 Black Labs Or
Walston Road. near Coles
Campground
Road
Approx. 3-15-00 Call to
identify 759-4141 or
270-354-9907
060
Help Wanted
ACCEPTING Application
Mon. Tue, Wed. 10am2p.m. Thurs. 9:30am- 12 &
2p.m.- 4p m. Apply in person at People Lease Inc.
1406E North 12th Street.
Murray. In The Village
Office Complex.

Local Church
Has Opening
• For

Part-Time
Administrative
Assistant
Job description
is availablcat
111 North 5th
Street
or call
753-3824

APPLY In person only at
Murray Sewing Center. NEEDED:
Full-time
Bel-Air Shopping Center,
receptionist/administraATTN. Boyd Bros. has tive assistant for softimmediate openings for ware development comentry- level truck drivers. pany. Duties to include
No experience necessary. fielding and routing calls,
Earn $500 to $800 per general office tasks, and
week and get home week- bookkeeping. Should be
ly! No CDL? No problem. proficient in computer skills
15 day CDL training avail- and be willing to receive
able. 1-800-242-7364.
training to handle some
CASHIER
needed
at basic technical support
Hitching Post Gifts in duties Speak with Gale
Aurora full or part-time Hawkins or Eric Carlson
Call for appointment. 474- at 270-753-7001 from
8a.m. to 6p.m.
2266.
CHURCH Maid Position20 hours/ week. MondayFriday 8:00am- noon. Send
letter of interest describing
capabilities and experience
to PD. Box 1040-U,
Murray, KY 42071
NEEDED. 38 People to
lose up to 30lbs Brand
new! Just patented. I lost
23Ibs in one month.
1-888-756-2284.

CLASSIFIED

EXPERIENCED LPN s and
CNA's for pediatric staffing.
FT and PRN possible
Medshares Home Care
753-1434.
HOUSEKEEPER needed
for cabins Call 436-5811
or 436-2058
LPN
Shady Lawn has openings
for LPN- Full and part time.
Sign on bonus offered.
Apply in person. 2582
Cerulean Road. Cadiz
EOE.
•

Crawford's Bar-B-Que is Now Open
on Fri. & Sat. Nights Until 9:00 p.m.
Dine In or rake Out
Delicious Pork Bar-B-Que
Ribs Chicken & Tenderloin

Crawford's Bar-B-Oue and
Almo Country Store
North of Murray at Intersection 464 & 1824
753-1934

Opening Sat., April 8th
THE CARD MERCHANT
524 S. 4th St., Murray. KY 42071
270-753-6980
Non-Sports Cards • Magic The Gathering
Pokemon • Star Wars • Comics

HOURS:
Mon.-Fri. 2 p.m.-8 p.m.
Sat. 10 a.m.-8 p.m., Sun. by Appointment

SERVICE TECHNICIAN
LOCAL ESTABLISHED COMPANY
SEEKS TO FILL
PERMANENT POSITION
Benefits include paid vacation. 40IK. bonuses, health insurance, and secure employment
with a solid company. Two years experience
or technical training desired. Qualified persons interested in a career in office machine
repair and service.
Send resume to.

Office Technology Specialists
P.O. Kn

4X7. \la}field,

42066

NOW taking application for
full time meat dept help
Apply in person at D&T
Foods Ask to speak to
Frank or Danny Hinton
NURSES aide full-time
10PM-6AM Prefer expert;
ence but will train mature,,
individual who woulri
work ng with
Pleas,0
14
n
c'Oc„
. vS.
1505
view Dr No
..e calls please EOE

Team Mtmbers WO To Stan
Full or pail-time position'.
Day or esening shifts.
Flexible scheduling.
Friendly, family.
atmosphere.
Great Place To Work!

Apply Now
2-5 p.m.
FOE

.
. --

Waste
Management

Waste Management of West Kentucky is currently

accepting applications for Route Driver.

Applicants Must
Benefits Include:
Possess The
I. Medical, Dental and
Following
Qualifications: Vision Coverage
I. Stable work history
2. Class B CDL
;. Clear MVR

2. Vacation
3. 401 K
4, Stock Purchase
5. Competitive Pa%

Applications are accepted at
3426 St. Route 45 South, Mayfield, KY 42066
Waste Management an Equal Opportunity Employee

West Kentucky
Technical
College
Tractor/
Trailer
Driver
Training
888-722-1919
Tuition Reimbursement Available
Train in Mayfield, KY

Let us put
you on the
road to a

NEW
CAREER
•4 Week Program
•Day or Evening
Classes
•Job Placement
Assistance
E qt.o E
a,,c) Emc.,,ornert
OpocrtuwWes •IASID

060
Help Wanted

Help Wanted

TACO JOHN'S

VISA

060

060
Nsip Wanted

CASE Manager (Support
Coordinator) needed for
community- based residential program for mentally
retarded/ developmentally
disabled
adults
Responsibilities include
coordinating the full range
of services necessary to
meet the needs of clients
Bachefor's degree in a
human
services
field
required. This is a full time
position with excellent
starting salary and benefits
(401K, medical, dental, life,
stion and long term disability insurance, paid training.
holidays, annual and sick
leave). Contact Heidi
Peller, Personnel Director.
Community Alternatives of
Kentucky, .6145 Symsonia
Highway,
KY
42082.
(270)527-2255.
EOE/
M/F/DN

Ad Deadlines
Publish
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

060
Help Wanted

Local Church Has Opening For

Part-Time Youth Director
Now hiring crews

& management.
We offer:
•Flexible Hours
•Free Uniforms
•401K Plan
*Tuition Aid
Program
•Stock Purchase
Plan
& many opportunities for advancement. Apply in
person at Murray
McDonald's.

PART Time Maintenance
person for apt. complex
Experience in painting,
plumbing & electrical preferred. Apply at Forrest
View Apts. 12/-3 North
16th. Or call 753-1970.
SIGN On Bonus- RN
Shady Lawn has openings
for full or part time RN
charge nurse position. Sign
on bonus of $500 offered.
Apply in person. 2582
Cerulean Road, Cadiz.
E.0.E.
WORK For the nicest club
around.
Now
Hiring
dancers. $600. weekly
guaranteed. Apply in person at Foxy Lady or call
901-642-6177
901-644-0107
Work From Home
On Your Computer
Internet Marketing
Opportunity
5500/ $6000/ month
www renuyourlife net

MATTEL - MURRAY
Mattel, Inc., the world's leading play company has openings at its
Murray, K. manufacturing/distribution facility for the following
positions:
PC PROGRAMMER - This position provides program support
to user clients including development, package selection and
implementation within the manufacturing and distribution center.
Requirements include: Computer related degree, minimum of
three (3) years experience in PC programming with knowledge of
Visual Basic and Microsoft Access languages required. Working
knowledge of Microsoft Office. This position also helps support the
plant systems infrastructure, including RF, servers, hubs and
other hardware.
SENIOR BUYER - This position requires a BS degree in
Business or related area with a minimum of three (3) years experience preferably in a high volume, consumer products manufacturing environment. Requirements include solid computer skills.
and experience with MRP systems preferred.. Experienced in
obtaining competitive quotes, negotiating terms and lead times as
well as solid interpersonal and verbal/written communication
skills a must.
Mattel, Inc., offers a comprehensive salary and benefits program in
resume indicating curreol

a progressive environment. Please send
salary to:

Mattel, Inc.
Employment Manager
307 Poor Farm Road
Murray, KY 42071
Fax-270-767-1304
An Equal Opportunity Employer
M/FN/D

DUE TO OUR GROWING AND EXPANDING BUSINESS

If interested,job descriptions are
available at
111 North 5th Street, or
call 753-3824
Deadlinefor applications is
April 15, 2000

Positions Available
Full or Part Time Nursing Assistants
toil "Nue Henetits w4(11 t Rrwrement
*Yeah, Perko Amain
Paul Noacalson
Kiroup Health Insurance
tMonetan Award,
Paw/ Holub,.
•Year. of Ser. e A.101-letAn •Empio,.ee SlocIL
Sick Leese .
1 4,
Award
new.htp Progr.irh
•I 7c, 'nit..r,r, P011C)

Apply in Person Monday thru Friday

Paris Manor Nursing Center
1000 Old Murray Road, Paris, TN
"People Caring For People
EOE

WestView
,

t4

*4

Full-time; 3-11 & Part-time; 7-3
& 3-11. Competitive salary with
shift differential.
BENEFITS INCLUDE:
Health/Dental Ins; Life Ins;
Vacation/Holiday/Sick pay;
Retirement Plan; Attendance
Bonus; Childcare; Tuition
Reimbursement;
CONTACT:
Cathleen Haley @ 762-1591
270-767-3660 .
1401 SOUTH 16th STREET • MURRAY • KENTUCKY 42071

Murray-Calloway. County Hospital a leader in
providing quality healthcare in Western
Kentucky and Northwest Tennessee. announces
the following job openings

LICENSED PRACTICAL NURSES
Full/Part-Time (3-11) shift)
Registered with KY Board of Nursing.
Competitive salary with shift
differential.
Benefits include: Health/Dental Ins;
Life Ins.; Vacation/Holiday/Sick pay;
Retirement Plan; Attendance Bonus;
Childcare; Tuition Reimbursement.
CONTACT:
Cathleen Hale}
@ 762-159 I

MURRAY
CAU.CANNY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

503 Poplar Street • Murray. Kentucky 12071

H•E•A•L•T•H

IN HOPKINSVILLE IS CURRENTLY SEEKING

- Please apply in person to:
BILL CLEMENT
SERVICE DIRECTOR
PATRIOT CHEVROLET
4401 FORT CAMPBELL BLVD.
HOPKINSVILLE. KY 42240
(270)886-1207

NOW accepting applica
tions at Breaktime Billiards
on 94 East. Please apply in
person.

A ADVERTISING Antiques,
Collectibles. toys. Cash
paid. 759-3456.
ANTIQUES, Collectibles,
Furniture and Primitives
We Will Buy 1 Piece or
Entire Estates Call
753-3633
CASH for toys. GI JOE
and Transformers.
Old & new. 753-7185.
CASH paid for good used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols. Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S
12th,
Murray

DO you have a loved one
who needs a care giver')
Medically trained, experienced with rehab and
stroke patients 20 yrs
experience Excellent references 435-4047
c & Childcare
CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable Cal
Linda 759-9553
IN Home licensed DayCare
now has openings With
daily activities in play, art &
preschool curriculum 7670791
WANTED: Young/ Old professional w/dnvers license.
clean driving record. To
drive young Urban professional in W. KY. as consultant 4/10- 5/31. You may
call:
210-2295
Send
resume to: University
Station, P.O. Box 2516.
Murray. KY 42071.

WANTED Used Juicer by
Green
Power
or
Champion
Call Gene
Rose
9-0122
150

V

Articles
For Sale
RETIRED TY Beanie
Babies For Slle
753-5318
WHIRLPOOL
Washing
Machine and Kenmore gas
dryer $200 obo 1996
Mercury outboard motor 15
hp $500 obo Call
767-9767

1

1111111 Applianess

100
Business
Opportunity
FOR SALE DUPLEX, lb
apts. 402 North 8th St.
Good condition, new bath
and kitchen in one apt. Refrigerator and stove in
each. Contact 767-9472.

Large Selection

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
On the Square
753-1713

110
Electronics

160
Home Furnishings

FOR
sale
Motorola
MicroTAC 650 cellular ANTIQUE
Couch
phone with two complete Burgundy. Two wing back
Hands Free car kits $100 chairs. navy. All 3 pieces
Call 753-5171
$550. 759-0289, leave
message.
Computers
180
COMPUTER Doctor
Will do all types of maintenance to PC's, upgrades,
trouble shoot. We make
'house calls. Call
492-8306.
COMPUTER Problems?
Freeze Ups? Cant' Get On
The Internet? Crashes?
Unexplained Errors? If
Your Macintosh Computer
Is Giving You Fits, Give Me
A Call At 753-5778. I Can
Help. The MacDoc.

Lawn & Garden
PEONY CLOSEOUT
50-75°c off until 41 15
HOSTA SALE
By appointment
Call 759-9600
BETHEL GARDENS
Equipment
95 CLUB Car. Power 48 .
system. Light blue. Call
489-2203. $2000. after
4pm.

GOT Computer
Questions?
Call: Tony Powell
(270)-753-9206.

Musical

FOR all your recording
needs. Sunray Recording
Studio. Now open by
COMPUTER PLACE,
appointment only.
New Hardware & Software
For information
Upgrades &
\436-5362 or 435-4619.
Free Estimates.
MAIN STREET MUSIC
Internet Service.
Main Street. Murray.
312
South On Route 121
Guitars, Amps. Strings.
436-5933.
Picks, etc. Hours:
Store Hours- 9a.m -7p.m.
10am- 6pm. Mon- Fri
Mon-Sat.
12pm- 4pm Sat.
Visa/ Mastercard Accepted
MDM COMPUTERS
All your computing needs
A+ Certified Technician
10X60 Mobile home.
Micheal McDougal
Excellent condition.
Free Estimates
901-498-8904 or
0759.3556
901-498-6310.
KELLERS

HELP WANTED
The National Scouting Museum, located on
Murray State University campus, is looking
for enthusiastic, self-motivated individuals
to fill the following positions:
Collection Worker - Must be organized and
computer literate. This individual is responsible for handling data entry and other miscellaneous tasks. 20 hrsJweek.

AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE
TECHNICIANS

WHAT WE ASK FROM YOU:
Experience in Automotive Repair
Have Your Own Tools
Have A Good Work Ethic
Have A Desire To Succeed
Be ASE Certified

Wait wavy

C) 1411

RN SUPERVISOR

140
Help Warned

Paris Manor Nursing Center

PATRIOT CHEVROLET

WHAT WE OFFER IS: •
The newest facility in the area to work in with all the latest equipment
Excellent pay plans. up to $20.00 per flat rate hour.
Health Benefits
40IK Retirement
Paid Vacations
Paid Training
Paid Holidays
Plenty of Work

Deadline Day & Time
Fri. 11 cm.
Fri. 11 a.m.
Mon. 1 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.
Thurs. 3 p.m.

Murray-Colloway County Hosprial. a leader in
providing quality healthcare in Western
Kentucky and Northwest Tennessee. announces
the following job openings

DIRECTOR OF PHARMACY
The Pharmacy Department has an excellent
opportunity requiring a minimum of three years
experience in hospital pharmacy and two
years in a supervisory position Requires BS
Degree in Pharmacy from an accredited college of Pharmacy and an active license within
the state of Kentucky to practice pharmacy
MS or PharmD credentials preferred
Send resume with salary requirements

Equal Opportunity
Employer

t

MURRAY
CALLOVIAY
COUNTY
HOSPTTAL

'Oar Street • Murray

Kentucky 42071

Gift Shop Clerk - Weekdays, Tuesday Friday„ now through November 30, ho6rs are
8:30-5. Applicant must
mputer literate,
have good typing skills an n outgoing personality.
Please come by and fill out an application
with museum secretary, Monday through
Friday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. NO PHONE
INQUIRIE* PLEASE

POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Taking applications for cooks. counter
help and car hops for all shifts.
Apply in person. no phone calls please.

Sonic of Murray
217 S 12th St

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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320
Apartments For Rent
98 Bank repo mobile home
located in local park Setup and ready to move in
Easy financing
Call Conseco
800-554-8717 Ext 774

1BR like new dishwasher
Diuguid Dr
Coleman RE 759-4118

2BR Apt near campus no
pets Days 753-5980 7531203 after 5p.m
DOUBLEWIDE 2 large 2BR DUPLEX
1411-A
lots, large metal building. Hillwood Dr $425/ month
12t1 high sliding doors,
759-4406
plus more 1 mile from
2BR Near Hospital 1102
lake 762-0032. 753-9961
Pogue St $275 753-3415
HM & Sons Mobile Home 753-7123
Mover 18yrs experience
2BR. WD hook- up
Licensed and insured in
Carport No pets $345
Kentucky and Illinois 437753-6931
3939
2BR 1 bath Call Mur-Cal
1973. 12x70 Trailer house
Realty 753-4444
2br, power pole included
2BR
duplex Central 1-I/A
$1800 Call 436-5277
good
location appliances
1990 MODEL Vanguard
Coleman RE 759-4118
14x70 Roof & porches
included All underpinning 2BR. near MSU, central
& tie downs included You H/A. Washer, dryer furnished, furniture optional
move Cost $13,900
Coleman RE 759-4118
753-1557
1993 MOBILE Home Set 2BR.. newly remodeled.
up on 5 acres New very nice. central KA, near
MSU $300 No pets
Concord area $35.000
Coleman RE 759-4118
obo
3BR. 1 bath Gas heat
436-2269.
1998 16x80 Legend Gas S390. mo plus deposit
753-9826
heat & stove 3br, 2 baths
Must be moved $24,000 3BR, 2 bath Condoplex All
appliances. water & sewer
obo Call 435-4401
28X56 Doublewide 1/2 included Available to rent
miles from Cypress Bay. May 1. 2000 Call 7533br. 2 bath, gas fireplace 0834 or 759-9835
3BR. 2 bath 5353 121S
Electric heat pump & A/C
Call 489-2296
2 car carport Large outbuilding. plus more On 1 4BR, 2 bath on Diuguid
wooded acre $55.000
Available now Coleman
Call 436-2499
RE 759-4118
4 lots. 120ft'200ft 1997
AVAILABLE immediately
home. 1&2 bedroom apts Also 1
mobile
16x70
garage, & other out build- bedroom handicap accesings. Coleman RE 759- sible apt Apply at Mur-Cal
4118 also 12x65 rent to
Apts 902 Northwood Dr
Phone 759-4984
own.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
Homes For Rent
COMPLETELY Remodeled
2BR trailer, Pirates Cove 2br, 1 bath. 3 miles from
by Hardin S250 + deposit town. C/H/A. Lease &
deposit required. Call
Call 928-4831
753-5719 or 753-2647.
EXTRA Nice 2br. 11,2 bath
townhouse All appliances
COACH
Estates, Fox included 1 year lease, 1
Meadows, located in the month deposit. No pets
heart of Murray's finest res- 753-2§05
idential communities, offer FORREST
View
City Police and Fire Apartments 1213 N. 16th
Protection Lots with City St., now accepting applicaWater. sewer and trash tions for 2br townhouses
pick up furnished $95. Office Hours. 10- 2, M-F.
753-3855
Call 753-1970. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
LOTS For rent
Toskana Place
1BR. or effiencey apt. W/D
753-9270
available. 1 1/2 miles from
Nome Lots For Rent

ONE lot on Murray
Paris Road 2 lots on 641
492-8488

Business Rentals

Office Space
Various size units
Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th

753-9621

1 OR 2br apts. near down
town Murray starting a
$200/mo. 753-4109.
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished_ Mur-Cal
Realty. 753-4444.
1BR Duplex near downtown and Hospital 7532853. leave message
1BR Upstairs Apt Across
from campus. Available
4-14. No pets. Call
753-5980. or nights
753-1203.

MSU 767-9037.
1BR.. $200-$225 Various
locations. Coleman RE
759-4118.
1 & 2br Apts. Convenant to
MSU 270-759-8335 or
404-756-0228_
Apartments'
HILLDALE
now taking applications for
1,2, & 3 bedroom apts.
Equal Opportunity
Housing
TDD# 1-800-545-1833
Ext 287
Office phone 437-4113.
Hours Mon-Fri
7 30AM-3 30PM
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 34br house w/washer &
dryer. furnished, near
MSU Inquire at 1210 Main
St 753-1252 before 5pm,
753-0606 after 5pm
NICE 2br. duplex, close to
university. W/D hookup,
stove, refrigerator, air condition furnished. Available
4-10-2000. $325/mo. Call
435-4114.
NICE 2br. duplex stove,
refrigerator.
Lease
&
deposit. No pets. $425
1819 Ridgewood. 7537457

THE PROFESSIONAL BUILDING
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Apartments Fix Rod
NOW available
1 room studio lust off campus New carpet remodeled Coleman RE 7594118
QUIET Area ltx, 1 bath
Cigias heat & au All appliances included 1 year
lease. 1 month deposit NO
pets Call 753-2905
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
Section 8 Property now
accepting applications for
1 2 & 38R apartments
Please call 753-8221
EHO
SPACIOUS, Very nice
duplex. 2br. 2 full baths.
garage
Located
on
Michelle Dnve Just North
of town. behind Cain's All
appliances
included
Washer/ dryer, dishwasher,
garbage disposal All the
extras
Lease., deposit
required Call after 5p m
767-0912
illgouses For Rem
2 (3br) Houses Gas heat
consider rent to own
753-4109

*Paid uiilitic
include central heat & ant
•Rcceptionist
.Sprinkler s!,siem

•Shared areas are tree including
Kitchenette. Breakroom
Conference Room
*Ilse ot fax machine & Lopicr

12.200 sq. ft. Warehouse Also Available
Must See To Appreciate
Available For Viewing 415 S 4th
Mon -Fri 9 00-4.30•Call For Information 759-0633
WE AFIE SERIOUS ABOUT BUSINESS

Metal Roofing
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame.building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064
Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices
since 1958

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat 9-4
With 12. 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

AKC Registered Labrador
puppies for sale Black &
chocolate Pedigree available $250 Call 901-6442276
AKC Scottish Terrier puppies Championship bloodline Taking orders
Call after 9PM
270-236-2751

Yard Sale

YARD SALE
312 S. 9th St.
Wed., Thurs.,
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m.-?
CD's, cassettes,
boy's, women's, men
and baby clothes,
bikes, car seat,
booster seat, home
decor, power drill
plus much morel

Lake Property
KY LAKE Cypress Bay
Area, House + 14 acres
3Br,, 2 bath, full bsmt dbl
garage, detached garage
w workshop above 270247-6713

2 br house Central heat,
window air $300.mo 7530819
2BR 1 bath house Water
& appliances included
$425 mo Deposit required
753-1159
7 MILES East of Murray
Small house on private lot
436-2582
COMPLETELY Remodeled
house 3 miles form town
3br, 2 bath. dining room,
living room, utility, C/H/A
Gas fireplace and garage
Lease & deposit required
Call 753-5719 or 7532647
HOUSE For Rent in town
3br. $350/ mo
plus
deposit 753-5109
PANORAMA Shores/ Lake
View. 2br. 1 bath C/H/A,
partially furnished $400/
month plus deposit 270436-2136 Available 4-1
STUDENTS, Excellent 3br,
2 bath house. Close to
campus Available 4-1. Call
Mur-Cal Realty
753-4444

EASTSIDE
EQI)"
STORAGE
119 Main • 753-6266
C-STORAGE
10x15 storage units. 4th St
& Sycamore E. Next to
Cunningham Auto Repair.
753-3571.
CREEKVIEW STORAGE520-540 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081
NORTHWOOD
storage
presently has units available. 753-2905 or 7537536.

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
All Size Units
Available

[
11Eir Sale Or Lease
HISTORIC Canton Hotel
500 Boyd's Landing Cadiz
KY. 5br, 2 baths. DR
kitchen, LR. New septic, 1
shed, Ig lot, 1900sq. ft
+main level 1900+ upper
level Gas logs in 4FP,
space heaters, window unit
cooling. 2 decks Ind. outdoor carpeting. Window
TR. Brick exterior- 18in
thick walls. 270-924-9609.
Rental for 1 family unit
only.

BUILT New in 1996 This
3br. 1 bath has C/H/A,
2424 garage. 8x10 outbuilding and deck on
approx 1/2 acre Under
$70,000 Call 753-2402
ENERGY Efficient 4br, 2
bath New home Vaulted
ceilings
whirlpool
Abundant
storage
$128,900 753-1245
FOR sale by owner. House
and 4 lots 3 large garages
& fish dressing shed
Within 1 mile of
Cypress Springs Owner
will finance Nice house
$49.500 270-436-5170
JUST In time for Spring,
Builder has 2 new homes
for sale 3br with 3 car
garage and a 4br with large
kitchen and family room
Call 753-3903 to see either
of these fine homes

H USE
FOR SALE
3 br., 2 bath brick
house. C/gas heat
& air. New roof,
carpet, paint &
sitting on 5 acres.
w/small horse
barn & workshop. 6 mi. N. of
Murray. $98,500.

753-6855

$1750. per acre. 753-4984

100 ACRES
Beautiful building sites, Dogwood and Red
Buds, open fields. woods, ponds and bluffs
over looking river bottom Property will
have city gas this spring Property has
100.000 bu grain storage. drying system
Will divide into smaller tracts
Located 1,7 ml. from Murray city limits
Turn left off 94E onto 1483, follow signs

FOR INFORMATION CALL 489-2462
BEAUTIFUL Building sites
available Pick your wooded hillside choice of
acreage from 2 on up
Restricted 1 tract with
pond located 5 minutes
North of town Call for private showing today 7532905

1520 CANTERBURY Very
nice large 2 story, 4br
Price reduced Immediate
possession
436-5922
3BR, 11'2 Bath. Sun room.
Extra lot. $73,000.
759-1719.

3BR. 2 bath brick home
Almost new, cathedral ceilings White kitchen, 2 car
garage $91,200
759-8749
3BR, 2 bath house
Located on 44 acres South
West side of Murray
Tobacco barn, 2 acre dark
fired tobacco base Stock
barn & storage buildings
753-6968 or 759-1965
AKC Cocker Spaniel
Puppies $100 Call
Good Condition
3BR
270-247-2041
$74,000 813 North 18th
DOG obedience classes or St Call to see 759-8578 or
private Serving Murray 17 753-1292
4BR, 21.2 bath, Brick
years 436-2858
Fireplace, garage. large
PEG Australian Shepherd
deck Plus extra rental
pups Blue Merles, reds
space Fish pond with
and blacks Top bloodlines
gazebo on 8 acres of land
$150 & $175
753-6965, 328-8321
436-5255
AKC Registered
Golden
Retriever
Puppies
$2(X) Colors:
dark
rkk.n
to light
Puppies are
ready to go
home with you.
No history of hip dysplasia. Sho s & wormed Sire
& Dame on premises. Dame also for sale S200.

270-474-8340 Please leave message.

Used Cars

Far Sas

3.4 ACRE Lots All underground
city
utilities
Woodgater Gatesborough LARGE 3br house with apt
area $16,900 435-4632
in basement to supplement
MURRAY Estates
your income After 5p m
Lots for sale city limits
call 759-2174
Underground utilities
NEW Home South West
270-435-4487.
Villa. 3800sq. ft. 3br. 3
1-888-673-0040
bath. $153.000 753-5024
OLDER 2 story home in
Hazel, next to Tooters
4 BR , 2 1/2 car garage
20 ACRE Farm 3br Brick New heat & air $49.900
Stock & tobacco barn, Call 492-8144
tobacco base 5 miles
ONLY 3 years old with
South of Tn-City on Hwy
landscaping 3br and 2
97 In Graves County Call
baths
2 car garage
270-759-4998
attached Big lot in a new
25 ACRES, 2br Farm nice neighborhood Please
home. Off Airport Road on call Call 759-0655.
West Fork Road $75.000
OWNER Wants Offer' Just
Call 753-9302
reduced 4br. 2 5 bath
home On 1 4 acre wooded
lot Large family room, livAcreage
ing room with fireplace,
17+- ACRES 112 miles to large covered deck Must
KY Lake near Paradise get inside this home to fully
Ready for
Resort
1500
Road appreciate
occupancy
frontage 1-809-484-4700 immediate
Reduced to $115,000 Call
ext 7845
32.4 ACRES. 5 min. from Kopperud Realty at
752-1222 for your
KY Lake On HWY 280.
city water, timber, pasture. showing MLS#3001593

753-3853

"Murray's 1st Enterprise Zone"
Now Renting Office Space
Furnished or Unfurnished - You Choose

&Skip**

FOR SALE3 BR - 2 BA
Central HVAC
903 Southwood Dr.
Low Down Payment

270-759-1610
REDUCED
Almo area, 5br, 212 baths
Also. 36x36 Building on lot.
$81,500 Call Kim at Park
Avenue Properties
362-4224. 362-4148

1979 KAWASAKI 400KZ
12,xxx
original
miles
Excellent condition $725
270-436-2973 Call after
7p m.
1998 Honda 300 4x4 New
condition 753-7433

Utility VelSciss
1985 JEEP Cherokee 4x4
Good shape
759-2495
1994 EXPLORER Limited
4x4 Leather power seats,
windows. locks. V-6 Prem
sound, heated mirrors
$10,500 753-6250
1999 EXPLORER XL:f 4.0,
V-6 2wd CD & tape player Loaded 6,xxx miles
753-2571 ask for Jon

alg

ivicts Offered

Olimm1

1986 HONDA CRX 1
owner, 68,xxx miles AC,
AM/FM cassette $2200
Call 753-8139
1988 Honda Accord PS,
PB. air. tilt. AM-FM cassette Great gas mileage,
very dependable $2300.
753-0879
1991 WHITE Ford Probe.
105,xxx miles new brakes,
tires. carpeting, alternator,
battery Excellent condition $2800
753-1692

['Lowed

AAA CUSTOM BUILT
FUTRELL'S Tree Seri' HARVEY'S lawn mowing
Decks. Home Additions,
Tnmming, removal stump 489-2966
Remodeling. Vinyl Siding, grinding firewood Insured
JIM Williams
Garages. Carports, Pole 489-2839
Construction
Buildings.
Barns. Metal
GARDENS
Residential new & addiFencing Hardwood Floors
Tractor tilled & bush
tions All types of electrical
Finished
&
Installed
hogging Jimmy Edwards
work Also, do computer
Workmanship
Quality
435-4465
work Call 492-8306
Rates
Affordable
Licensed
753-7860 753-9308.

Carpentry,
All
ALL
Electrical. Home building,
remodeling.
additions.
porches, decks Rotten
roots
1994 PONTIAC Grand floors, sagging
Home & Mobile repair,
Prix 4dr, p/ seats, PL,
cruise Excellent condition. vinyl siding References
Green
153,xxx miles. Licensed & insured Call
Larry Nimmo Day- 753$3750 489-2908
9372 Night- 753-0353
1995 DODGE Intrepid. Tilt,
Accept Visa or Mastercard
cruise, nice car $6900.
Including
ANTENNAS
753-3970.
1995 MUSTANG GT. 5.0, RV's, TV Towers, rotors,
cd player, 5spd, air bags amplifiers, and accesGreen/ tan interior Custom sories
Dish Network & Direct TV
wheels 767-9455
Satellite Systems, Sales,
Service and Installation
Vas
Beasley's Antenna
& Satellite,
1987 AEROSTAR Pane
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY
Van Auto, air CD player
502-759-0901.
Runs great 753-2568
A-1 Tree Service
1992 Astro Ext Conversion
Stump removal 8. tree
Van w/trailer package
spraying
99 xxx miles 1 owner P/L,
492-8737 or 437-3044
P/W, T/C $6500 Firm Call
Free estimates
436-2326
APPLIANCE REPAIR
All brands, Kenmore 30+
Used Trucks
years experience BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848
1989 CHEVY Cheyenne
BACKHOE SERVICE
pick up 5spd. V-6, chrome
ROY HILL Septic system
wheels $6,000 759-9246
drive-ways, hauling, foun
1993 DODGE Dakota dations, etc 436-2113
Sport 5spd, 4cyl Excellent
ADAM'S Home
condition $2500
Improvements
Call 759-5144
Additions.
Decks, painting,
1998 FORD F150 XL Ext.
remodeling, replacement
cab, 3 door, V-6 Auto,
windows, repairs vinyl
white
48.xxx
miles.
siding, roofing
$15.300. 753-8806
No Job Too Small.
1998 FORD F150 XLT
492-6267
4x4
V-8
SWB, red,
AFFORDABLE Hauling,
loaded 5spd, 21.xxx miles
tree work, cleaning out
Factory warranty $16.900
sheds, gutters, etc
Call 753-8806
436-2867.
97 Ford F-150 XLT ext cab
ALL Carpentry Service
4 6 V-8 46,000 miles
From Foundation to
Loaded & extra nice 2478591 Nights 251-3231
18Yrs experience
CHEVROLET 2 ton dump
New Construction •
Good condition 753-1537
Remodeling. Repairs.
Custom Cabinets.
Concrete Work AGC
Campers
Certified
435-4272.
1987 STARCRAFT Popup.
Nice 1991 16' Gooseneck CARPORTS for cars and
Horse trailer with sleeping trucks. Special sizes for
quarters and air. 1986 motor home. boats, RVs
Chevrolet S-10. Leave and etc Excellent protecmessage 437-4519 or tion, high quality, excellent
value. Roy Hill 436-2113.
753-6043

[za

MAGIC CARPET
PRICES

Serving The Area For 27 Years
AREAS LEADING CARPET BUSINESS

\.

• Carpet • Vinyl • Hardwood • Laminate Flooring
PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION AVAILABLE
By CERTIFIED STAFF

JOE SMITH CARPET
U.S. Hwy. 641 N.• Murray • 753-6660

MOW,MOW,MOW...
Decch4 Creek

LAWN

(Arc

It's that time of year again If you need
experienced, dependable, courteous lawn
care call

4tly

David Bailey 436-5085
or 753-1040
THANK YOU
Over 10 Years In Business

r
sal

tamb Brothers
Tree Service
270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907

LICENSED /LINKUP

11,11,1','
;I

,•

r .1 4

Paul Lamb

David's Cleaning
Services
"We .Specialize in CleaninK •Vinyl Siding & Fencing •Mobile I loint..s
• Brick • All External Cleaning

•Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water *Parking Lot, & Drivewa.vs
David Borders

Phone 127111 759-4734
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(ABSOLUTE AUCTION)

38' Sandpiper Camper. COLSON HOME REPAIR
Bought new in Feb, 99 Additions, garages, decks,
remodeling, vinyl siding
Located on Lakefront lot at
20Yrs experience
Birmingham R V Park on
753-5592.
KY Lake
Finishing
CONCRETE
270-623-6391
Day•Driveways
Night- 270-354-8811
•Patios
Man-O-War, 27ft
77
•Sidbwalks
Sleeps 5. new tires &
*Free estimates
refrigerator. Nice. $2600
435-4619
753-2850. 436-2727
LAKESIDE Campground & CUSTOM bulldozing &
Marina Site #86 1997 backhoe work, septic sysProwler 5th wheel rrith tems, 354-8161 after 4pm
slide out model. 30' 5x Horace Sholar
CUSTOM Tractor Work
$18,900 753-6001.
Garden Tilling- Drive
1997 20ft Gulf Stream Big Ways Graded- Box Blade
Bed, oak cabinets MicroWork- Bushhogging
wave, stereo. loaded Like
Free Estimates
new 759-5400 $7500.
Gerald Carroll Owner
obo
Phone 270-492-6159
Cell 853-4188
Boats & Motors
D&D ROOFING
Call us for all of your roof16FT Invader 50hp Merc ing needs 436-2613
Lower unit needs work
DAVID'S HOME
$400 489-2908
IMPROVEMENT
16FT. Polar craft with 40hp •Replace rotten or water
Niscan engine. 2 eagle damaged floors
Trolling *Install braces &
floor
depth finders
motor & trailer. Call
joists under houses for
753-1308
sagging or weak floors
19 FT MARK Twain 77 *Replace or repair water
model 6 cylinder inboard and drain lines
65 horse w/ tandem trailer. *Install moisture barriers
Plus... all other home
$3800 OBO
David
28 ft.Harris Pontoon boat. improvements
77 model. 4 cylinder Gallimore, Owner. Free
Estimates. 901-247-5422.
inboard $4800 OBO
753-3444 ask for Dan
DEAD Shrub & Tree
Removal Call
1988 CLASSI9 50 Mercury
270-435-4645
With
outboardtutor
power trim $1700 Day- DECKS. Roofing, vinyl sid- 753-3632 ing. Quality work Free esti753-4424 N
1999 Ranger alum boat mates. Over 25 years
Gerald
Johnson experience.
17ft ,
90hp
trolling motor, depth finder Walters.
753-2592.
& trailer 270-247-6713
88 Cheetah 19 1/2 ft V-6
merc-inboard Very nice
Good shape 270-7539237

ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056

Global Mortgage Link

ELECTRICAL
New construction
remodeling, or lust replac
trig a switch
Licensed & Insured
753-0834

WE SHOW YOU
•100% loan, no money
down.
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Current rate 8.875%, APR 9.0w - 30 yr fixed

Refer to Ad *21 and ask for Gerry Puckett.

753-7407 • 1300 Johnson Blvd.

a

From Murray, Take Hwy 94 East 8 Miles To Hwy 464,
Proceed West 1 3 Miles To Hwy 1555, Proceed East
.4 Mile To Redbud Rd., Proceed North 1 Mile To
Property Location! Signs Posted"

A Fine Calloway Co. Location!!

150 AxeRES
In 12 Tracts IL Combinations
Homebuilders • Farmers • Investors
Mini Tracts • Great Building Sites
Pleasant Country Settings!!
lr Ft A GT AIC Ft E AL6E

Two - 8 Acre Tracts • Three - 10 Acre Tracts
Six - 11 Acre Tracts • 31 Acre Tract wIllams
Some Very Good Timber!!
Buy Any Individual Tract,
Combinations Of Tracts Or The Entire Property!
The: Auction Will MB Hold At
rho Pialtiorial CILIZIritil Armory
Hwy 1121 Miourtte, Maae-roy

15% Down, With A Minimum Deposit Of
S3,000.00 Per Tract, Balance In 30 Days!
49 ACRE FIRE CURED. 01 ACRE AIR CURED TOBACCO BASE
WILL BE AUCTIONED SEPARATE FROM THE LAND!!
EFFECTIVE 2000 SEASON - FSA FARM #4348
TOBACCO BASE MUST BE PAID FOR IN FULL SALE DAY!!
BUYER MUST MEET CALICritk CC FSA REQUIREMENTS I STIPULATIONS,

JAMES
R. CASH
71,5AUCTIONEER

ti REAL ESTATE BOER
I
FANCY FARM, KY. 270-623-8466 "C
R
-THE SELLING MACHINE

Call For Brochure • Website • wwwjamesrcash.com

Iffilig4NMNWIII
ABSOLUTE AUCTION
NO MINIMUMS! NO RESERVATIONS!
SATURDAY, APRIL15TII AT 10:00 A. M.
The Cletus Shelton Estate
1657 RYAN AVE, MURRAY, KY
From MU Campos "16th St" Take Ryan Ave West 1112 flocks!!

if

I

Sollin

i

FENCING
Midway Fence Company.
Chain link, & custom wood
privacy fences, installation
and repairs at reasonable
prices Dickie Farley
759-1519.

YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit (not perfect)
•Steady income history

NO MINIMUMS!NO RESERVATIONS!
SAT. APRIL 15Th AT 1:00 P. M.
The Cletus Shelton Estate
Mr- IVIlurroky, ICY
On Red Bud Road 8. Duncan Trail Lane

GET your tiller or lawn-,
mower ready
Call Cecil McLeod's
Small Engine Repair Pick
up and delivery
753-9814
Roofing,
HANDYMAN.
Carpentry Plumbing. Yard
Work, Porches & Decks
Any lob Call Danny
Paschall. 492-8500

For Estate Settlement 1!
-t

0,

--,

3 Bedroom Brick Home
Central Air & Gas Heat
Carport - Convenient Location
Call For Private Viewing!!

(

AUCTION TO BE HELD )
ON SITE AT 10:00 A.M.

We IF... .111%•_

11E.8-11rATIE. lr 1E Oft

$d 000.00 Down Balance In 30 Da

II

JAMES R. CASH
"sg A UCTiONEER I REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCTYHFFARM.
EA LKLYI•N2G7g-A6C2H3I
RC
MACHINE"
-

RC
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Services ONMI
LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors, cross counin,
or local Licensed &
Insured Luke Lamb
270-753-2555
1-800-636-5262
LAWN Mowing Service
759-4564

Emergency Water
Removal, Furniture,
FREE Estimates
Call Today

753-5827
MITCHELL Brothers
Paving
Industrial. commercial, &
residential. Seal coating &
excavating.
753-1537
435-4628
492-6141.
MOODY'S Mower Repair
Pick Up & Deliver
753-5668.
MORGAN'S Mowing
Service- Low prices,
free estimates. 753-9210
MOWING And Trimming.
Small to average'lots within city limits of Murray. Call
Steve 767-9178.
PERSONAL Touch
Home & Lawn Care
Fencing. Mowing &
Landscaping. Ask for
Jason. 753-5904

S.10
roma Offered

wipkins Pressure Cleaning
Commercial & Residential
•HOUSES
*FARM FACILITIES
*DECK & PATIO RESEALING
*DRIVEWAYS
*VINYL FENCES

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING

Free Estimates
1401 Garland Ct
Murray, KY

TUESDAY APRIL 4 2000

Scott Lempkins

530
Services Offered

Sonless Ottarecl
RICK'S Roofing & Repairs WINDOW Repair- Fogged
Shingles, flat roots & metal or broken Thermo-pane
roofs Free estimates
glass replacement Vinyl
270-437-4559
replacement windows Call
759-1799 after 6PM
TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing trimming leaf ti
clipping removal dethatching. aeration overseeding
&
bed
fertilization
mulching Free Estimates
759-9609

(270) 767-0062
CLASS/I=I

HOW TO REACH VS...
BY PHONE
Dial us up anytime between
7.30 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. Mon.-Fri.

753-1916
General information 8 Comments
Classified Advertising
Business Advertising Info
.....

LEDGER &TIMES
1001 Whitnell Ave.

L7
Fencing

Decks

DOWN TO THE
BARE KNUCKLES
Landscape • Lawncare
Michael T. Knuckles
452 Cook Store Trail
Murray, KY 42071

(270) 489-2070
Cell (270) 210-0059

David's Home Improvement

=Moving-

• Replace rotten or water damaged floors.
• Install braces & floor joists under houses
for sagging or weak floors.
• Replace or repair water and drain lines.
• Install moisture barriers.
Plus...all other home improvements

Licensed & Insured
1-800-636-5262 1-270-753-2555
Pwner & Operator
*Luke Lamb*

Specializing in
Roofing,
Re-Roofing
& Roof Repairs

'99.95

David Gallimore, Owner
Free Estimates

901-247-5422

Wood
Electronics, Inc.

753-0530
to PRIMESTAR
Dish Network FREECustomers!!

d s 0,41

Professional Work
Free Estimates

N,

N

DIRECTV

Best Prices On Pars & Cal Phones
Come see us at our new locatioi.

408 N. 12th St.

489-6125

'Next to Puza Hut

DOZER. BACKHOE WORK
TRUCK HAULING
TOP SOIL
FILL DIRT
GRAVEL

—Opening April 10 —
III Tile NI Cement Boards

•Grouts•Mortors

CALL STEVE LYONS

Larrzh 13rc,therfs
Cross Country Or Local

M.S. Construction

270-759-1777

1824 State Route 121 N.
Murray, KY 42071
Hrs: 8 a.m.-3 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
Phone/Fax 270-753-8087

Business On A Budget?

Paul's Pools
•Above Ground Pools
•Weekly Maintenance

SAVE $195 with this 2x2

-Installation
•Service

consistency ad in classifieds every
day for a month - including
Shopper for only S205.

14 yea
Call 753-1916 For Details

eXPerienCe.

Call Paul Smith

(270) 489-6087

Jury duty list announced
The following people are to report for district jury duty. April 6,
at 9 a.m. at the Calloway County
Judicial Building, 312 N. 4th St.

Murray.
Chester Abramowicz, Tammy
Lynn Angle, Glenda 0. Armstrong,
Georgia C. Bailey, Amy Lynn
Balentine, Sondra C. Barnett, Hubert R. Barrow, Urban L. Belcher,
Grant Adam Bennett,
David Alfred Billington, Faye
Mc. Billington, Virginia T. Bindert,
Mary Jo Bishop, William H. Bogard, Lisa Faith Boguslaw, Donna
Lee Bowers Skinner, Sherri Roberson Boyd, Frederick S. Brewer,
Meta A. Brewer, Patricia F. Britt,

Charles E. Burkeen,
Richela Towery Carson, Diana
L. Chadwick, James D. Chadwick,
Ricky Chadwick, Shannon S.
Chiles, Donna Cox Clark, Frankie
G. Coles, Mary Pace Colson, Vincent Bryan Costello,
Mitzie L. Coursey, Joseph C.
Crawford, Johnny H. Crouch, Jeffrey A. Cullop, Aleshia W. Cunningham, June M. Cunningham,
Larry Wade Cunningham, Lisa
Carol Dick, Janelle S. Dodson, Esther Donoho, Russell H. Evans,
Scott Clark Farley, Sandra Jeanne
Frlyy,
Carla Marie Futrell, Nelson Garland, John Raymond Goetz, Pauline

HOROSCOPES
and get some brochures. Think about a
summer escape Tonight: Start planning
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesda. that vacation!
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Apnl 5. 2000:
Knowing what you want is key this year. **** Others are clearly in command.
though you might frequently feel over- but it might be difficult to get anything
‘‘, helmed or become bored by routine If launched, even if you defer. Explore
"TM—happens. try something different alternatives. See what others think. Get
Take stock of your assets and talents. together with an important associate or
partner in the later day. Tonight:
Seek greater outlets of self-expression
Finances are unusually important. If you Togetherness counts.
are single relationships perk up from SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
summer on. You might want to wait until *** You can't make a difference at
next year to commit. however. If work today. Take a walk or do something
attached, communication gets better this for you. Clean your desk, concentrating
bond. on one task at a time. Mull over a deciyour
summer. improving
Emphasize making more money and sion, but postpone action for now.
increasing your savings. TAURUS is Schedule a meeting later in the day when
your effectiveness rises. Tonight: Be
possessive.
easygoing.
The Stars Shoss the Kind of Da You'll SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
4-Positive: ***** Do something fnvolous this
Has e
5-Dynamic.
morning. Your good mood is contagious.
-3-Average 2-So-so.
and a round of silliness or fun energizes
everyone around you. Work calls later.
ARIES (March 21-Apnl 191
and it can't be postponed. Be creative
when
sense
sixth
your
to
**** Listen
dealing with others. Though you might You're more than a paper pusher'
not be able to implement all the changes Tonight: Easy does it.
you want, you will turn the corner with CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
one problem Balance your checkbook: *** Listen to your sixth sense with
keep financial limits in mind. You gain family' and those at a distance. You are
through your fiscal intelligence. Tonight: more grounded than you realize. Let creativity have more play in your decisions.
Treat yourself well
You have great ideas; tune them up by
TAURUS I Apnl 20-Ma) 201
*** Mull over ideas Think through a brainstorming with a fnend. Tonight:
decision carefully. Your sense of drrec- Playtime.
tion could change because of an impor- AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
tant conversation. Do research: take your **** Think about how you convey
time Actions taken in the late afternoon your message. Your communication
prove unusually successful. An older ref- skills might need some boning up. Listen
alive is confused. Tonight: Beam in what carefully to others. Read between the
Irnes if necessary. Make secunty and
you want
domestic matters high prionties. Tonight:
GEMINI Ma 21 -June 20)
** * * * Get together with fnends. Your home is your castle.
Ask for what you want. Meetings prove PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
to be unusually significant. even though *** Expenses could easily careen out
the results might not be immediate. You of control. Review a situation carefully,
begin to get through to another. Take deferring decisions until all the facts arc
tithe with a friend in the later day. Your in. Asking questions starts the ball
rolling. Return calls in the afternoon.
input is important: Tonight: Time off.
Tonight: Dinner at a favorite spot.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Your perspective could change
because of information from a higher-up. BORN TODAY
Right now, you can talk yourself blue Singer Enc Burdon (1941). actress Jane
without any' results. Later in the after- Asher (1946). actor Michael Monarty
noon, you get the results you want. (1941)
Attend a must meeting. Tdnight: Where
your friends are.
LEO (July 23-Aug 22)
***** Take an risers ic‘k Nlakc
calls Recognize that you don't hay c to

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

make a decision just yet. Others might
not see eye to eye with you Actions
speak louder than words Move forward
with ideas and suggestions. All eyes turn
to you. Tonight. Burn the midnight oil.
VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept 22)
***** Your effectiveness is
enhanced by one-on-one communication Refuse to get stuck on nonessentials. Know your limits. Reach out to others Make calls Drop by a travel agent

D. Grubbs, Terry Lee Haddock.
Anne Marie Hale, Annette Lynn
Hale, Ginger Evans Hale,
Mark E. Hale, Bobby Joe Hall,
Ellen W. Harrell, Melissa Ann Harrell, Ronald L. Harrison, Cynthia
Ann Hart, Sheila Hart, Terry Ray
Hart,
Ashlea Renee Helm, Dortha M.
Hicks, Margaret Darlene Hindsley,
Ruty ,R. Holland, Keith B. Hosford,
Shirley H. Hughes, Jean Daphne
Humbard, Robert L. Hurst, Herschel S. Jackson, Jr.,
James Jackson, Bridget Ann
Jaszenko, Jeffrey K. Johnson,
Maude H. Jones, Daniel Wade
Kaupinen, James T. Kemmerzell,
Dorothy M. Kernell, Eugene Dirk,
Charlotte M. Landers,
Marjorie Lassiter, Robert L.
Lockhart, Sr., Sally Ann Lorey,
Philip Luddeke, Demarijanto Mahdiarwidjaja, Justin Patrick Manna,
Bruce D. Marvin, Nayla M.
Marvin,
Michael Thomas Maulding,
Amy Miranda McCarty, Mark Anthony McClure, Anna Karen
McCoy, Loretta J. McDermott,
Harold G. McDougal, Robert G.
Miller, Lori Cross Morris, Louise
0. Morris, Harold Wayne Moss,
Stacy A. Murdock, Kenneth H.
Murphy, Benny Gray Myers,
Patsy Ann Nichols, Annette Palmer Norsworthy, Freddie D.
OBryan, Elizabeth Anne Olds, Sara
Jane Oliver, Karen Elizabeth Olson, Paul Edward Pack. Leigh

MSU to offer
pizza making
class at Pagliai's
Murray State University's Center for Continuing Education is
offering the community education
class "Pizza Making for the Family."
The class will start at 6 p.m.
April 4 and will meet at Pagliai's
Restaurant, located at 970 Chestnut St. in Murray.
Chuck Wynn, owner of Pagliai's Pizza, will teach this fun-forthe-whole-family class, designed
to instruct on the basics of quality pizza making.
The class will cover topics such
as the history of pizza, different
recipes and hands-on training.
The price for the class is $20
for adults and $10 for children
The price
aceomeanied by an adtk„
includes ingredients. Registrations
are • currently being taken. Space
is limited:
For more information, or to reg
ister, contact the Center for Con
tinuing Education at (270) 762
3662 or 1-800-669-7654.

Anne Parker, Charles 0. Paschall.

Jr., Phyllis Ann Pena,
John M. Potts, Stephen Powless,
Crystal Marie Price, Mark A. Ran
dall, Linda Kay Ramsey, Mary C.
Rigsby, Robert E. Rowland, Robert
W. Rudolph, Kelly Dawn Scruggs,
Raymond E. Sheridan, Carol Sims,
Mary E. Smith,
Nelda Joyce Smith, Louella T.
Smotherman, Clare Sobieck, Paulette Copeland Steele, Nancy Margaret Steffa, Carl S. Sykes, Mary F.
Taylor, Billy G. Thurmond, Jennifer Larisa Toney, James Timothy
Underhill, Beverly Sue Underwood, Jeannie Walker,
Carolyn L. Warner, Eric B
Watts, Conda Lesa Wilson, Christopher Lee Wooldridge, John Thomas Wooten.

STUDENT OF THE WEEK...Lauren Peal, an eighth-grader at
Murray Middle School, was named Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors and WNBS 1340 AM Student of the Week for the
week of March 30. Peal is the daughter of Randy and Jill
Herndon, 1001 Payne St., and Greg Peal.

ent

Spring Home Im

Give Your Walls & Floors
A Makeover
For Spring.
LAMINATE FLOORS
•REALIFEaD •MULTILOOK®
°BRUCE® -TRAFFIC ZONE®

\ \I

VINYL TILE
LUXURY TILE BY TARKETTO
•KARNDEANO •NAFC00 •CONGOLEUM®

SHEET VINYLS
•TARKETTO
•CONGOLEUM®

CARPET
*IMPRESSION® *PHILADELPHIA® *CORNETT®
*CABIN CRAFT® •EVANSBLACK

4ir

BERBERS • COMMERCIAL • PLUSHES

HARDWOOD FLOORING
\ Stroke 01 Brilliance
111e..
.
0111111111111111

•HARTC00 *BRUCE®
*ROBBINS® °PREMIER®

Email your questions to paintplusl @yahoo.com

PAINT PLUS
Hwy. 641 South • Bel-Air Center • Murray, KY • 759-4979
Owners — Paul Myhill & Sammy Tidwell

APR 4 2006

,
44411k.
'

L4
OLL134vo
OCIsty
IONLJS
cgr rows COAOR1 eor 41 tints OVA comrtsrt
First Place Each category
Second Place

Each category

=CONTEST

IFIrama-ms

1) Contest open to children ages 3-4, 5-7 and 8-10.
2) Entries judged on neatness, color and technique.
3) Paints, felt tip markers or crayons may be used.
4) Entries must be the work of the artist (parents may
assist younger children with entry form) and must be
turned in to business who sponsored page by April 17th.
5) Decision of the judges final.

So Get Ready
Color Now!
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Ashby's Sterling 2SGOOP•
SIUMENAIE
Ice Cream
Only s1.49w/eoupon
(Formerly Baskin Robbins)

5014 N. 12th St.• Olympic Plaza • Murray, KY • 753-3111

4.

Limit 4 per coupon, per visit.

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

TUESDAY, APRIL 4, 2000
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CALLOWAY COUNTY DISPOSAL
P.O. Box 1514, Murray, KY 42071
(270) 753-2002
Bill Holland - Owner
.

Come See Our New GattiLand!
FUN FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY!!!!

PRZE8
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Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center
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Parker Ford
FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

Lincoln-Mercury

701 Main Street • Murray, KY • 270-753-5273
www.parkerford.com

LINCOP.

e‘,

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
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Let us move you into the new

2000
Town & Country
Mi\ni Van

Califs0
CHRYSLER•PLYMOUTH•OODGE-JEEP

1400 N. 12T14 • MURRAY, KY

FIVE STAR

90060
Its bettor

4

II/VVil prove It

TUESDAY APRIL 4. 2000

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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Over 8.000 Movies In Stock!

Bring In This
Coloring Page And
Receive One
Children's Movie

Sun.Thurs.
10-11

FREE

&
Sat.
10-12

\

Sales and Rentals
VIDEO SUPER STORE

dio

Central
Shopping
Center

We Have The
Best Selection
Of Super
Nintendos
In Town!

Hey Kids
Bring this page in for a

Bel-Air Center
Murray
753-0440

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

TUESDAY. APRI1,4, 2000
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Aragie's Small Wcon-1014
To-alining Coaraitr
10%orr 1st Week w/Entrollmerit
810 Whitnell Ave.• 759..8218 or 759-6557 • Director: Angie Smith
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

2 Medium,2 Topping &
2 Liter Coca Cola Classic

MURRAY

753-3030
Delivering A Million Smiles A Day.
V.I.Iv•

•tt • 1 t.• •

•
••
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•

• • •-•*****

•• I

r

$13.99
Expires June 30. 2000
.....'.. ‘...• • •
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1503 Stadium View Drive • Murray, Kentucky
(270)753-9356
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